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FOREWORD 

Foreword from the Chairman 

2016 was a busy year for the Association. It started with a well-attended Members’ Training 

Day at Sparsholt, where we covered everything from Health and Safety to River Fly 

Monitoring. I spoke then about the need for the Association to find its voice. We have done 

so, helped by the appointment of a new Executive Director, who joined us in June.  

Jeremy’s appointment has given the Association the capacity to build collaborative 

relationships with other organisations which share our environmental and fisheries interests. 

We have engaged with and lobbied effectively those government organisations which make 

decisions directly impacting on our interests. We have even been able to arrange weed cut 

dates for 2017 which command the support of the great majority, if not all, of our members! 

Most importantly, we have had the time to listen to the Association’s membership. We made 

your greatest concern, the apparent decline in river fly species richness and abundance, the 

theme of another well-attended and enlightening Members’ Day in the autumn at Kimbridge. 

We will start 2017 by surveying all our members to develop further our understanding of 

what you want from the Association and where we need to improve our performance. Armed 

with that information, the Board will be looking for the Association to have a demonstrable 

impact on the things that matter most to you. The Association will invest in developing the 

best possible understanding of what is in our rivers. We will work with others to limit the 

damage done to our Chalkstreams by pollutants. We will lobby hard to ensure the aquifer is 

not sucked dry by the water supply demands placed upon it. And we will not forget what 

many of our members most want us to do - organise efficiently those aspects of river 

management which require good coordination.  

I hope you enjoy dipping into the Rivers Report. You will find articles from many of the 

organisations with which we work closely. Our members have contributed pieces on 

everything from what fisherman think to weed cutting. As ever, the publication is built 

around pieces from our members on how the rivers have fished. The commitment we all share 

to protecting and enhancing the precious chalkstream environment is clearly evident – and 

deeply heartening. 

I hope the Hampshire Chalkstreams give you as much pleasure in 2017 as they have given to 

me in 2016. I look forward to seeing many of you at one of the Association’s events or on the 

riverbank. 

Clay Brendish CBE 
Chairman 

chairman@testanditchen.co.uk 
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EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR’S REPORT 

Executive Director’s Report 

Sitting down to write this report on a late December morning, I conjured with the idea of 

doing something along the lines of The Twelve Days of Christmas (On the First Day of 

Christmas, my true love sent to me …..), prompted by seasonal thoughts and the Seven Swans 

a-Swimming I could see out of my office window at Kimbridge. Looking through the

Association’s Membership List, there were a number of Lords, although perhaps not ten and

I had not to date seen any of them a-Leaping. But I had recently spent a morning on the

riverbank at Timsbury with one of our members and seen a number of Test Salmon a-Leaping,

a first for me. After a few further wasted minutes trying to complete my dozen Days of

Christmas, you will be relieved to know that I decided it best not to inflict such a contrived

exercise on you. Perhaps next year, when I have had more time to be inspired by our

wonderful chalkstreams.

My Test and Itchen Association year actually properly began in June when I started the 

Executive Director role. So this report will be somewhat skewed to the latter half of the year. 

I had been introduced to many of you at a Members’ Day at Sparsholt in March, but memories 

of that day are a bit of a blur of new faces, upstream and downstream neighbours, Health and 

Safety surprises and weed cut wizardry. Jacqui Williams made the day happen and had 

clearly been central to the smooth functioning of the organisation in the period we were 

without an Executive Director. She has remained so since my arrival.   

Jacqui and Jeremy outside the Association’s office 
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EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR’S REPORT 

On day one in June, the Chairman asked me to draft an article about the Association for the 

Parliamentary Review, an annual publication showcasing organisations to a range of opinion 

formers inside and outside of parliament. Fortunately, thirty years in the Foreign Office was 

reasonably good preparation for pulling together pieces on complex subjects about which I 

knew very little. I had learnt in Whitehall to identify a group of people who could be relied 

upon to provide insightful and authoritative advice and quickly realised that such a cast was 

available to me now in the shape of the Association’s Board of Directors. I met them all in my 

first few weeks. Drafting the article and preparing for a Strategy discussion at the Board’s 

meeting at the end of June, helped bring into sharp focus what the role involved and how I 

should prioritise my time. I wrote in the Review article that the key objectives of the Test and 

Itchen Association were to protect and conserve the precious but fragile environment of the 

Hampshire chalkstreams and to help promote and enhance the iconic and world-renowned 

fisheries to which they are home. I concluded that the Association’s members had for over 

one hundred years worked hard to ensure that the Test, Itchen and latterly the Meon should 

remain as glistening jewels in the Hampshire landscape and were determined to ensure that 

future generations could enjoy what had given so much pleasure to them. A bit gushing, 

perhaps, but I have yet to meet a member who would not subscribe to that ambition. 

My next priority was to get to know those parts of the rivers I did not already know. I spent 

time with our wardens in June and August visiting the Test and its tributaries from source to 

sea during the weed cuts. There was something magical about following a river from where 

it bubbled out of the ground to its tidal reaches. The rivers ran – at least for the first half of the 

year - strong and clear. And, yes, they glistened. I met owners, managers and keepers, all 

working hard to provide the fisherman and nature lover with the opportunities I had enjoyed 

for many years with a rod or pair of binoculars in hand, without really appreciating the 

amount of work involved. The exercise did indicate that I needed to make an effort to get to 

know the membership: one of the first emails I received in the office after my arrival was an 

enquiry as to whether I knew the identity of an individual in the accompanying photo who 

was trespassing on the owner’s land. I had to reply it was me – but I thought I had his keeper’s 

permission to be there! I then made and have subsequently just about kept an undertaking to 

spend at least one day a week on the riverbank meeting our members. 

The rivers glistened, kingfishers flashed along the riverbanks, and fishermen caught their fish. 

But all was clearly not well. There were some good hatches of fly and some good rises to them, 

but neither in quite the profusion we all would have wanted or expected. The fish seemed 

“thin”. Our members wanted to know why and what could be done to improve matters. We 

made it the theme of our Members’ Day in November when we heard three well-qualified 

speakers explain what we could do to gather authoritative data on invertebrate species 

richness and abundance; what the data told us; and what we might do to deal with some of 

the problems causing the decline in river flies. To cut a long story short, excess phosphate and 

sediment in our rivers were clearly behind the decline in some river fly species such as the 

Blue Winged Olive. More research is required to understand properly what is behind the 

decline in freshwater shrimp numbers, although the data points incontrovertibly to a decline. 

We also heard what can be done and is being done to resolve the problems. The Upper Avon 

provides a blueprint of what a healthy chalkstream should be like. Catchment sensitive 
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EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR’S REPORT 

farming - and other small-scale projects to 

prevent sediment running off fields into 

headwater streams - reduces the amount 

of sediment in our rivers. River restoration 

projects provide a more diverse habitat 

and lead to increased flows which shift 

sediment: a visit to the National Trust’s 

restored Oakley beat on the Test at 

Mottisfont showed what can be achieved. 

New regulations limit the discharge of 

phosphate from cress farms. But we 

cannot yet say with any confidence that a 

corner has been turned. There is much, 

much more to do. 

Any progress will depend on effective partnerships with other organisations working in the 

same space. Getting to know and working with some of these organisations was a theme 

running through the last part of the year. Together with the Wild Trout Trust and the Wessex 

Chalk Streams and Rivers Trust we put on a river management workshop at Fulling Mill on 

the Test. More are planned on the Itchen next year. Salmon and Trout Conservation UK 

(S&TCUK) have done some high quality invertebrate benchmarking on the Test and Itchen as 

part of the national River Fly Census in 2015 and 2016: the Association will be working closely 

with S&TCUK to fund the continuation and expansion of this work in 2017. By working 

closely and coordinating with these and other organisations we will have more impact when 

attempting to influence the statutory bodies to carry out more energetically and effectively 

their responsibilities for safeguarding the environment. The Environment Agency’s more 

muscular approach to reviewing the licences required to abstract water from our rivers and 

the aquifer that feeds them is testament to what can be achieved. Our membership expects us 

to have collaborative rather than competitive relationships with other organisations active on 

the same issues. As directed by the Board, that is what I have been seeking to deliver. 

Just over six months into the role, I am moving up the learning curve. Thank you for your 

indulgence along the way. In 2017 you will want to see the Association taking effective action 

to tackle some of the problems impacting on our fisheries and the environment that supports 

them. I don’t have a magic wand, but I am confident that the Association has the influence, 

partnerships and resources to make a difference. All three are dependent on what you, the 

membership, bring to the Association. Thank you for your support. 

Jeremy Legge 
Executive Director 

Members Day visit to River Test Oakley beat 
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WHAT FISHERMEN TRULY THINK 

What Chalkstream Fishers Truly Think 

Feedback forms are both the bane and blessing of my working life. The bane, because they 

don’t always tell you things you want to hear; but the blessing because they provide valuable 

insight to what is happening on the chalk streams from the far west of Dorset right up to the 

eastern Yorkshire Wolds. 

This is how it works: a few days after fishing with us every client receives an email with a 

request to complete an online feedback form. Though I say it myself, it provides an excellent 

snapshot of each individual fishing day, providing me with thousands of reports each year. It 

is more than just a catch record; what I am trying to do is elicit opinions and observations on 

the river, the fish, the fishing, the environment, the fishery and how we have looked after our 

clients. I read and write an individual reply to every single form and share the reports 

(unexpurgated) with the relevant river owner and keeper. They do not always make for happy 

reading and will, as might be said in diplomatic circles, sometimes lead to ‘a full and frank 

discussion’. But honest opinions, freely given, should never be ignored.  

You might wonder what excites most comment, 

both good and bad. I’d pick out five main 

headings: the great English countryside; water 

clarity; rising/observable fish; bankside 

maintenance; and river keepers. Despite the 

predation of urbanisation, it is easy for us who 

live or make our lives around the rivers to forget 

how stunningly beautiful the valleys are. That 

picture book idyll of the burbling brook wending 

its way through a sleepy village, beside red-

bricked walls of thatched cottages and narrow, 

winding lanes where the verges are flecked with the white blossom of tumbled cow parsley, 

really does exist. If you spend your life darting from tube to desk and back to the suburbs 

each night this remains something very special and a potent draw. 

‘Gin-clear and twice as expensive’ – so goes an old saying in respect to the chalk streams. 

There is no getting away from the fact that our fishing is, by some metrics at least, eye-

wateringly expensive. That said a round of golf at Pebble Beach, California is $750, a day on a 

grouse moor £1,500 and it’s best not even to contemplate the cost of a pair of Wimbledon 

Centre Court tickets. These comparisons matter, because when it comes to fly fishing we have 

the best of the best, so there is no reason to sell ourselves cheap. However, people have a right 

to expect what they pay for, and unfortunately a regular observation (it is not always a 

complaint as people understand the vagaries of our climate) is poor water clarity. It is rarely 

a problem that occurs in any of the headwaters, but on most of the major rivers I’d hesitate 

ever to use the gin-clear description on the middle-lower sections until well after the end of 

the June weed cut. If water clarity is a problem we can resolve, unfortunately it will not 

happen any time soon, so the answer for the moment is to be honest with visiting anglers, 

managing expectations according to the likely river conditions at any given time of year. 
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WHAT FISHERMEN TRULY THINK 

Just prior to writing this piece I chanced upon C. F. Walker’s book The Art of Chalk Stream 

Fishing (Stackpole Books;1968) which, for reasons I can’t explain, has always passed me by. I 

haven’t finished the first chapter yet but in the Foreword Walker offers a perceptive analysis 

of what chalk stream fishing is all about. He writes, ‘the art can be summed up as casting to 

an individual fish, either on or below the surface, with an artificial fly representing the kind 

of insects on which it is at that moment feeding, and presenting the fly in such a lifelike 

manner as to deceive the trout into believing that … it is, in fact, another of those self-same 

insects.’ And therein lies the nub of a successful day on a chalk stream – you must see fish.  

The most vociferous complaints I receive revolve around not seeing any or at best very few 

fish, let alone feeding fish. And to be fair if you 

have paid for the privilege of sight fishing but see 

nothing to cast at, you have every right to feel 

aggrieved. It may not be the fault of the river 

keeper or owner, but the absence of fish should 

never go uncommented. 

The lack of rising fish is a more nuanced 

complaint; it could be just that you were unlucky 

on that particular day, with most of my 

respondents acknowledging that this might be 

the case. However, with my overview from a huge geographical spread of chalk streams I can 

say with complete certainty that this has become a more and more common feedback 

comment in recent years. There is a strong body of opinion within the chalk stream 

community which believes this is all down to diminishing fly hatches but, and I know I am 

swimming against the tide in stating this, I disagree. I observe plenty of feeding fish, however 

they are mostly sub-surface and a typical remark I’ll often receive, which chimes with my 

observations, can be simply precised as ‘lots hatching, nothing rising.’ Sawyer talked about 

the induced take. I rely more and more on the induced rise. 

Here at Fishing Breaks we have what we call the 50-yard walk. This is a term that is a sort of 

aide-memoire for the river keepers – a reminder that first impressions count. Their clients’ 

walk from the car park to the fishing cabin to the first glimpse of the river and its banks must 

be perfect; people really do appreciate effort. They might have a terrible day fishing but if they 

can see that at least a portion of their hard-earned cash is being used to care for the river, that 

eases the pain. And the truth is that chalk streams are the product of man; if we were all to 

disappear tomorrow the rivers as we know them would be swallowed up by Mother Nature 

within a generation. It is no coincidence that in my experience the most productive beats are 

the ones that are most cared for; I think twice about fishing any beat that is described as being 

managed ‘with a light hand’. 

And finally, river keepers. There really are very few bad ones. It is simply too hard a job to 

stick at unless rivers are your passion. Fishermen seem to know this and a visit from the 

keeper, however brief, will nearly always occasion a complimentary comment in the feedback. 
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A NECESSARY EVIL 

Just that momentary interaction can ease any minor niggles or turn a marginal day into a  

wildly successful one. I can’t entirely explain why this is so but for every owner or keeper 

who takes the time to drop in on their guests this is the fairy dust to a successful fishery. 

Simon Cooper 
Founder and Managing Director of Fishing Breaks. He is the author of the bestselling Life of a 

Chalkstream and his new book The Otters’ Tale will be published by William Collins in April 

2017. 

A necessary evil? 

An unfortunate and perhaps unfair title for what is undoubtedly one of the most important 

parts of a healthy chalkstream....the weed. Important it may be, but every man and his dog, it 

would seem, complains about it. 

Too much, too little, wrong kind, wrong place or wrong time. Keepers complain about it. 

Riparian owners complain about it. Fishermen are never happy with it. The weed cuts are too 

long, the weed cuts are too short etc etc. It’s a big problem on the chalkstreams and a tough 

ask of The Test and Itchen Association to find a solution that pleases all when it comes to 

managing it. 

The trouble with weed is that it grows differently every year, dependent on flow and 

temperature. It grows differently on every beat, dependent on incline, the balance between 

light and shade and the materials that make up the river bed. I spent the first three years on 

my beat at the top of the Test transplanting ranunculus after eradicating a monotonous 

covering of celery and water parsnip and have since found myself in the strange position of 

cursing the amount that now grows and not being able to cut it all.  

It is an almost impossible task to manage the weed over the entire length of the river because 

of these endless and ever changing variables. You cannot please all of the people all of the 

time. I probably shout at the T&I Association more than most but even a cynical old keeper 

like me can spot an impossible ask. 

Blanket covering of celery and water parsnip  Ranunculus weed 
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A NECESSARY EVIL  

  
 

 

 

It was suggested that one of the reasons for shortening weed cutting times was to be more 

sympathetic towards the river. In my opinion, subtlety requires more time, not less. Less time 

encourages a scorched earth mentality of excessive cutting which does the river no favours. 

We should be celebrating good weed growth, not bemoaning the lack of time allotted to cut 

and manage it properly.  

 

One way to solve the problem would be to manage the cuts year on year – wait until a few 

weeks before each cut when keepers know how much time they will need and then make 

plans accordingly. Trouble is, paying punters book their fishing many months in advance and 

the weed cutting dates are a vital ingredient as to when they come. Perhaps a few ‘grey’ days 

could be offered at a discounted price with the gamble that there might be some weed being 

cut? There are not many days during a weed cut that cannot be fished, albeit perhaps having 

to wait for the occasional raft of ranunculus to pass by. It’s been pointed out many times before 

that fish are actually more likely to be caught during the cut as they feast on disturbed nymphs 

and shrimp abandoning the freshly cut weed.    

 

I’m amazed that so few of the general public understands the important and essential role 

played by weed in our chalkstreams and why it’s such a vital part of the system. Weed is 

everything for the fish and other river life and without it our chalkstreams would be barren. 

So why the need to cut it? Simple. To keep the river within its banks and to avoid flooding. 

We’ve learnt over many years that it can be cut at certain times and in certain ways to make 

fishing more accessible and enjoyable, but it is cut primarily to control river levels not, as some 

think, to appease rich fishermen with good fishing – that’s just a handy bi-product that 

ultimately pays for the maintenance required to ease drainage and flooding.  

 

The many different ways that the weed is managed also adds to the unpredictable time 

needed for cutting. Some beats have more keepers than others. Some bottom beats with deep 

water use weed boats. Some top beats have no keepers and employ gardeners or contractors 

to do the work. Some beats go through people’s gardens who might not completely 

understand the importance of weed maintenance or sticking to allotted cutting dates. 

 

The various methods and techniques in the of cutting of weed is where the keeper’s ‘expertise’ 

can come to the fore, as does judging how much needs to be cut to keep the river in its banks 

until the next date. I need to be careful not to open up a whole can of worms here (no pun 

intended), as keepers’ opinions on the ways and quantity of weed cutting vary 

enormously....often determined by how old they are! New keepers are taught by older keepers 

and tend to do what they’re told, no matter how damaging they think it might be. During my 

time as a ‘younger’ keeper, many years ago, I was taught that if it looked green and appeared 

to be moving then you cut it. Start at the top, perhaps three or four keepers abreast, and work 

through the entire beat as if you were cutting a barley field. It’s very difficult for us older 

keepers not to want a tidy finish which is not always the best for the river. Checkerboard or 

bar cutting looks impressively neat and tidy – you can see where you’ve been – and it’s 

relatively easy to do in a more mechanised way without too much thought. Picking and 

choosing a more random way of cutting only certain weeds is my preferred method although  
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IS OUR CURRENT USE OF GROUNDWATER IN SE ENGLAND SUSTAINABLE?  

 
 
 

it does take longer and doesn’t give such a ‘finished’ look which some keepers and riparian 

owners like.  

 

Last June I followed the lead of other keepers and used a hedge cutter to cut one of my beats. 

It cut faster than I could with a scythe, and it gave a razor-sharp finish. In fact, it looked like 

it had been done by a robot on acid. I was too good and precise with a hedge cutter. Give me 

a hangover and a blunt scythe any day. 

 

Donny Donovan 

 

Is our current use of groundwater in SE England sustainable? 
 

With the world warming up and patterns of rainfall increasingly erratic, is the way that we 

use groundwater in the South-East of England as a source of water for domestic and industrial 

use sustainable? 

   

Currently the region draws over seventy percent of its water from the aquifers and discharges 

it directly into the rivers of the region post treatment where it flows away to sea. We rely on 

the water cycle to look favourably on the region and reciprocate with rain.  This arrangement 

is becoming increasingly tenuous as patterns of rainfall become increasingly erratic and the 

soft surfaces of the region that allow rainfall to permeate the ground and make its way to the 

aquifer become ever more diminished. 

  

There is an argument to be made for soaking as much treated water away as close to the point 

of abstraction as possible in order to replenish the aquifers in the region.  Water treatment 

works deliver their end product back to the aquatic environment via a pipe as direct flow, 

water that left to its own devices would have made a more sedate entrance to a chalk stream 

as groundwater flow. As a result, the danger of aquifer depletion is increased. 

 

The impact of a depleted aquifers on a groundwater fed river will always be felt first in the 

headwaters, and in the Dever valley the signs have been there for a while.  The spring ditches 

that run through the village upstream from the stretch that I have fallen in and out of for the 

last twenty-five years serve as a reliable bellwether as to the height of the groundwater in the 

valley. Not that long ago it was common for a pond of an acre or more to appear in a field in 

a shallow bowl a mile away from the river in late winter as the ground water level rose. This 

then fed into a spring ditch that ran through the village circumnavigating the football pitch. 

In the middle of the last century it was accepted that the football pitch would be unplayable 

towards the end of the football season as the ground water level rose and one end became 

decidedly soggy. For ten years I was charged with looking after the pitch. Eight out of the ten 

years the pitch remained playable throughout the season. Further along from the football 

pitch half a dozen houses were built on some land that village elders and their forefathers 

knew as "Spring Bottom" - they have never flooded. 
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THIN FISH  

  
 

 

 

On the other side of the village a water treatment 

plant that behaves well for the most part, 

disgorges a million gallons a day or more of 

treated water via a couple of hundred yards of 

pipe across a water meadow and directly into 

the river.  Doing away with this pipe completely 

or even allowing some of the water to push out 

across the meadow and delay its entrance into 

the river would have some benefit as well as 

establishing a valuable wetland environment.  

Pumping the water to the other side of the 

village to the area where the pond develops at 

the backend of each winter would allow some 

water to permeate back into the aquifer 

increasing the sustainability of the use of 

groundwater in this valley.  

 

Groundwater in this part of the world is becoming an increasingly precious resource to both 

a burgeoning population and the chalk stream environment.  The rivers Beane, Misbourne 

and Chess stand as testament to what can happen when a groundwater resource is over 

exploited.  Water companies may claim that Joe Public now uses water far more efficiently 

than previous years and well done the water meters for that, but is there less water getting 

down into the aquifers due to patterns and intensity of rain fall, and more and more of the 

region being put down to hard surfaces? 

 

Many people see reservoirs as the answer to maintaining supply in the south of England, but 

the biggest reservoir lies underground in aquifers that have a far greater capacity to hold 

water than any man-made lake. Replenishing them artificially may make the use of this 

groundwater supply more sustainable and reduce the impact on the precious groundwater 

fed rivers unique to the region. 

 

It's just a thought.  

 

Chris de Cani 
 

 

 

Thin Fish? 

 
Pollution from various sources – chlorine, bleach, phosphates and others – are causing an 

extremely serious decline in the food sources for brown trout and grayling in the Upper 

Itchen.  Although the Ranunculus on both the stretches I fish is in good shape – despite swan 

predation – there are precious few gammarus and nymphs when one pulls up a handful.  

Discharge into the Dever 
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Aardvark McLeod are international travel specialist. For over a decade they have been organising holi-

day for fly fisherman and their families around the world. From swinging flies for salmon in Iceland and 

casting dry flies to rising brown trout in New Zealand to stalking bonefish in the Caribbean or hunting 

giant trevally in the Seychelles to African safaris and horse trekking in South America. 

T: 01980 847389 • E: mail@aardvarkmcleod.com • www.aardvarkmcleod.com 
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HOW TO ENCOURAGE YOUNG PEOPLE IN FLY FISHING 

There is basically not enough food for the trout.  They are thin and, as is often the case, seem 

uninterested in feeding. 

Grayling were introduced on the Upper Itchen many years ago, and have spread dramatically.  

They are active competitors for what food is available. 

Below are two photographs of trout taken in the early 1980’s when there were abundant 

gammarus and fly-life. You don’t see fish like this anymore. 

Bo Ivanovic 

How To Encourage Young People in Fly Fishing 

At the recent Test & Itchen meeting held back in November 2016 a member spoke about the 

lack of youngsters coming into our sport. There was a short general discussion but there were 

no real outcomes although everyone agreed it was a problem. 

It is becoming increasingly difficult to get our youngsters enthused about the countryside and 

fishing in particular, getting them away from the distractions of their iPhones, laptops and 

social media.  When a large cost also comes into the equation it becomes much harder for most 

parents to justify, however passionate they might be for the sport. 

Recently, acting in my capacity as an agent, I made an enquiry for a father to take his eleven-

year-old son for a day on a Test beat during the summer half term break 2017 and was told 

there were no concessions on pricing for children. This would have cost the father in the region 

of £500.00 for the 2-rod day and he was unwilling to outlay that sort of money although he 

loves his son dearly!  

2lb 13ozs and 2lb 9ozs – wild trout, Upper 

Itchen 

2lb 15 ozs, 15.5” – wild trout, Upper Itchen 
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HOW TO ENCOURAGE YOUNG PEOPLE IN FLY FISHING 

My 10-year daughter is developing an interest in fly fishing but I certainly could not afford to 

take her onto any beat of the Test or Itchen.  It is only by the kindness of keepers and maybe 

her cheeky smile that this has been able to happen much to her delight. 

After having made further enquiries with other 

estates and fishery owners within the T&I there 

does not appear to be any provision for, or even 

much thought given to, arrangements of this 

nature, although some have been more 

receptive to the idea. Most syndicate members 

are allocated a set number of guest tickets, but 

holders are usually reluctant to use this 

precious commodity for a child.   

I know many clubs outside the catchment have schemes to facilitate the encouragement of 

youngsters into fly fishing, some by having a structured low pricing system and others 

allowing adult members to take children under the age of sixteen free of charge on certain 

beats. Locally, the Salisbury & District Angling Club have made great strides in this direction 

in recent years.  Some organisations put on special open days on river beats with qualified 

instructors hoping to encourage and sign up new young recruits. 

There must be quite a few ways that this could be implemented without any financial loss and 

with a view to potential gain in the future. More importantly, with the rapid decline in 

numbers of young entering the sport we may not have a “next” generation to passionately 

conserve our river habitats. At the moment, it appears to be somewhat of a bleak outlook.  

Unless we address the problem and reverse this trend I fear for the worse. Fisheries could 

allow children under a certain age to fish free or as a shared rod, as long as they were 

accompanied by either the full paying adult or a full syndicate member, with bag limits 

remaining the same as for a single rod. This could be throughout the whole season or in 

specific periods such as school holidays. Surely this could not be difficult to achieve?  

In my mind a new way of thinking is required by all to preserve our sport for the future. As 

fishing agents, there is not much we can do except to keep suggesting these simple changes. 

Ultimately it is down to the estate owners and fishery managers to consider and implement. 

It would be dreadful in 10 or 20 years’ time to look back and wish that the problem had been 

addressed earlier. By then it may be too late and the rivers will be turned over to canoeists! 

A small easy step to take but a step in the right direction. 

Touching base with the father recently he told me that his son would rather spend all day 

every day by a river than sitting with a PlayStation, his proudest achievement as a parent.  

Bill Latham 

Aardvark McLeod Ltd 

Bill’s daughter Aoife with her first dry fly caught brown trout 
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COUNTRYSIDE ALLIANCE TRUST’S FISHING 4 SCHOOLS 

 
 
 

Countryside Alliance Trust’s Fishing 4 Schools 
 

Bill Latham has kindly asked me to wade into the area of participation of the young in 

Angling. I agree that the future, on the face of it, looks bleak.  

 

All sporting organisations – tennis, cricket, football, rugby, indeed, all the traditional sports 

that we once took for granted – are suffering the same participation worries and long term 

fears. They cite social media, computers, computerised games and myriad other alternate 

distractions and pleasures as the “virtual” thieves that stole young people’s active minds in 

the night.  

 

Having, for the last ten years, driven the Countryside Alliance Trust’s Fishing 4 Schools 

initiative into almost every corner of England and Wales (we currently have over 60 schools 

on our books) I can categorically say that young people still love to fish. The passion to explore 

the watery world and the be-finned occupants still burns.  

 

We, all of us, must take some of the blame for lack of young bankside participation. Cost, 

transport, pressure on parent’s time, and an ever-growing market of cheap and easy 

diversions have been to our collective detriment. 

 

So what do we do? Accept it. Computers and the resultant stuff that goes with them, are NOT 

going to go away. We must take the technological battle head on and portray our fabulous 

sport in a way that is exciting, engaging and accessible. Social media, a changed attitude from 

Halfordian to more 21st century “cool”, changing attitudes from oft heard “well in my day….” 

to one of “here…have a go….” must prevail.  

 

Creative price structures, open days, river maintenance projects with local schools, insect 

species counts with similar educational groups, school visits…the list and ways to approach 

young people are endless. This vast group are more conservation aware than at any time in 

our history…use that collective thought.  

 

But there has to be a genuine desire to adopt a different collective attitude. It must be 

coordinated and there must be no procrastination. Believe me, young people still want to fish. 

Let’s encourage them to do just that…  

 

Let us look at ourselves and change, perhaps, our attitude and implement lasting creative 

change in what WE do; and become open to a new world full of fresh ideas and bold angling 

innovation. We are no longer, split cane, but instead, state of the art Carbon fibre “cool”. That 

is a start.  

 

Charles Jardine 

Countryside Alliance Fishing 4 Schools 
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MONITORING WATER QUALITY – INVERTEBRATE BENCHMARKS 

 

 
 
 

 

Monitoring Water Quality – Invertebrate Benchmarks 
 

Water quality is fundamental to the health of a river and the standard method to measure this 

is by monitoring the freshwater invertebrates present at each site. This requires a full 

invertebrate survey and whilst this is normally the responsibility of the Environment Agency, 

Government funding over recent years has been cut to such an extent that we now have 

serious concerns that this function will continue on a regular basis. 

 

The Angler’s Riverfly Monitoring Initiative (ARMI) is essential to give an early warning of a 

serious pollution incident, but in some cases this can divert us away from the underlying (and 

often increasing) problems we are seeing with the water quality of our rivers. Benchmark 

surveys provide a full invertebrate record of the species present; this can then be passed 

through biometric software to calculate siltation, phosphate and organic levels, flow rates and 

conservation values. All of this is displayed on a single page. 

 
 

 

With the ever-increasing pressures on our rivers, benchmark surveys are becoming essential 

if we are to even stand a chance of protecting them; these give a record which can be referred 

back to if there is a problem. We now have benchmark records in place at numerous sites on 

the upper Wiltshire Avon which have already aided us in dealing with two serious water 

quality problems. Salmon & Trout Conservation UK and Aquascience Consultancy are 

carrying out increasing numbers of benchmark surveys on rivers throughout the country 

which have also highlighted some significant problems.  

 

 

 

Benchmark Survey for River Wylye 
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MONITORING WATER QUALITY – INVERTEBRATE BENCHMARKS 

To allow local monitoring groups to take up this initiative, we now have in place: 

1. App for identification:

To aid identification, high quality digital images

have been produced and (with funding from both

S&DAC and S&TC UK) developed into a

downloadable App - “River Invertebrate Larvae”.

This shows easily identifiable features for each

species, plus its pollution fingerprint and

conservation value.

The App will be continually updated (under our 

own control) to modify and add new species, which 

will automatically update purchased Apps; all 

proceeds from the App will be used to fund the 

conservation of our rivers. 

2. Customised training course:

After a professional benchmark survey has been

carried out, an optional one day course will use

the preserved sample from this survey to train

the monitoring team to recognise the

invertebrates at their site.  Matching each

species with the high resolution images in the

App should then allow them to regularly

monitor the populations at their site and

compare this with the original benchmark. This

will maintain an on-going check on water

quality and (if required) the data can be

forwarded to Aquascience Consultative for a

further biometric analysis.

This course (Riverfly Invertebrate Identification & Monitoring – RIIM) is being run at the John 

Spedan Lewis Trust’s field centre at Leckford in Hampshire, Aquascience Consultative Ltd in 

Derbyshire and possibly by The Riverfly Partnership.  

If we are going to look after our rivers then we need to do it ourselves, and to do that we have 

to know our bit of river better than anyone else. After many thousands of hours of work by 

the Salmon & Trout Conservation UK, John Spedan Lewis Trust, Salisbury & District Angling 

Club and Aquascience Consultancy we are progressing this initiative. 

 Dr Cyril Bennett MBE 

Riverfly Invertebrate Identification & Monitoring 

(RIIM) Course

River Invertebrate Larvae App 
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SALMON & TROUT CONSERVATION’S RIVERFLY CENSUS 

  
 

 

Salmon & Trout Conservation’s Riverfly Census: a focus on 

the Test and Itchen results. 
 

S&TC’s mandate is to protect wild fish and their habitats. The Riverfly Census is core to this 

aim: it provides species-level data about invertebrates - the base of the aquatic food chain - 

and through it an understanding of water quality and so the threats to fly life. 

 

River flies, and other invertebrates, provide an excellent indicator of the ecological state of our 

rivers. They live in water in their larval state for many months, sometimes permanently, and 

provide a continuous record of water quality.  

 

Different species of invertebrates demonstrate different tolerances to the various forms of 

pollution. Thus, species level analysis gives much greater resolution than traditional analysis 

at the family-level. It is akin to using a microscope rather than a magnifying glass to highlight 

problems. Understanding how, and then why, the riverfly numbers are declining is the first 

step in the process of safeguarding the aquatic environment.  

 

We started the Census in 2015 with 12 rivers across England, including five sites on the Test 

and four sites on the Upper Itchen, and have expanded it to 18 rivers for 2017. We use the 

same three-minute kick sample protocol that the EA employs in its own invertebrate 

monitoring to aid comparability with the EA’s historic data. Samples are fixed in alcohol and 

sent to the laboratory for identification and analysis at species level. The sampling and 

laboratory analysis is carried out by Dr Nick Everall and his team at Aquascience 

Consultancy. 

 

From the numbers of each species found in a sample, we generate a fingerprint of the state of 

the river at the sample point in terms of four forms of pollution: nutrient pollution (phosphate 

P) from cress and fish farming and agriculture; organic pollution from, for example, slurry; 

sedimentation from agricultural run-off; and river flow (abstraction). The analysis highlights 

water quality problems in our rivers which the EA’s traditional family-level approach misses. 

 

The 2015 Riverfly Census Results 

 

We took our sample results and scored them from one (bad) to five (good) against each of the 

10 measures to provide a “ranking score”. The results out of a maximum of 50 are in the table 

below and show our Chalkstreams in a particularly poor light. 

 

River ranking 2015 
 

River 
 

Spring 

ranking 

score 

Autumn 

ranking 

score 

Average 

ranking 

score 

Avon SAC 39.4 40.2 39.8 

Dove SSSI 39.5 39.2 39.4 

Camel SAC 41.4 37.2 39.3 

Ure 
 

41.0 35.0 38.0 
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SALMON & TROUT CONSERVATION’S RIVERFLY CENSUS 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Shrimps and Mayflies in distress on the Test and Itchen 

 

In addition to the overall rankings, we looked at two easily understood measures of river 

health: freshwater shrimp (Gammarus) counts and mayfly (Ephemeroptera) species richness. 

These can be readily compared across rivers of similar types such as the Chalkstreams or 

freestones. Both are excellent pollution canaries and more besides.  

 

We show the Test and Itchen results here. The red lines represent S&TC targets for Gammarus 

and for Mayfly species which we have worked out with the local EA for the Upper Itchen.  

 

 We view 500 gammarus in a three-minute kick-sweep sample to be a minimum 

threshold for a chalk stream based on our historic analysis of Gammarus populations. 

Historically, kick-sweep samples on the Test or Itchen would have 1000s of Gammarus. 

 

 Our Mayfly species target of 10 is based on the species which were historically 

commonplace on these alkaline systems and all of which are well known to anglers 

(Mayfly, Olive Upright, Yellow May, Large Dark Olive, Medium Olive, Small Dark 

Olive, Pale Watery, Iron Blue, Blue-winged Olive, Caenis).  

 

The charts, which include Spring 2016, show the Test and Itchen are struggling against our 

targets.  

 

Our preliminary conclusions are:  

 

 the decline in Mayflies to the current poor levels is being precipitated by a combination 

of rising levels of sediment and phosphate (we are working on experiments to 

demonstrate this). 

 

 The decline in Gammarus is more complicated. Phosphate is involved but other 

chemicals (herbicides and pesticides) play a role. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Axe SAC 40.0 35.4 37.7 

Eden SAC 38.7 36.0 37.3 

Coquet SSSI 38.2 34.6 36.4 

Itchen SAC 38.0 34.8 36.4 

Test SSSI 35.4 34.2 34.8 

Lambourn SAC 38.0 31.3 34.6 

Welland 
 

33.2 34.0 33.6 

Wensum SAC 33.2 33.4 33.3 
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SALMON & TROUT CONSERVATION’S RIVERFLY CENSUS 

Gammarus Numbers 

River Itchen   River Test 

Mayfly Species Richness 

River Itchen  River Test 

The next steps… 

 We are repeating our Riverfly Census in 2017. With T&I Association help, we want to

sample more sites on the Test, Itchen and Meon.

 We have introduced an App-based species analysis tool to enable volunteers to

benchmark their own rivers.
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SALMON & TROUT CONSERVATION’S RIVERFLY CENSUS 

 
 
 

 

 We want to use chemical sampling to zero in on the causes of the problems identified by 

the Census. This work is well advanced on the Upper Itchen where we have already 

influenced the imposition of new phosphate limits on watercress farmers, but much more 

remains to be done elsewhere.  

 We are researching how phosphate and sediment is harming Blue-winged Olives, a once-

common species which is now in decline.  This will give us an accurate picture of how 

these two stresses are damaging all our aquatic invertebrates.  

 We will continue to work with the T&I and its members to limit inputs of phosphate and 

sediment at source. A major strategy is to work with farmers and land managers to show 

the economic advantages to them of farming techniques designed to keep soil, nutrients 

and organic matter on the land rather than allowing leaching into river systems  

 We will challenge the Environment Agency to take full account of the impact of phosphate 

and sediment in its ecological classification of rivers. 

 

 

 

  
 

Paul Knight and Nick Measham 
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WILD TROUT TRUST 

Wild Trout Trust 

The Wild Trout Trust (WTT) is a small conservation charity, whose seven full-time 

Conservation Officers work with government agencies, landowners, conservation volunteers 

and fishing clubs across Britain and Ireland, to try to make life better for all wildlife in and by 

the river, including its trout. Our bread-and-butter stuff is to offer advice and practical help 

and we do this through advisory visits, drawing up detailed project proposals and carrying 

out river restoration work, backed up by the ad hoc provision of information through the staff, 

a busy website and a range of printed materials.   

During 2016, across Britain and Ireland, we carried out around 100 site visits to identify good 

and bad habitat and suggest things that could make the bad good. Within this lot, we’ve 

worked with a number of owners and clubs along the Test and Itchen, chipping-in to make 

these rivers better. Issues identified have included old summer weirs which very much 

impact the natural function of the river and especially its gravels, over-shading from trees 

that restricts Ranunculus growth, eroding banks in need of protection with habitat-rich 

brushwood berms and cattle poaching of banks in the headwaters. In the vast majority of 

cases, WTT advice does lead to change in the way our rivers are managed, even if it’s not 

doing something that used to be standard practice e.g. immediately winching a fallen tree out 

of the river! Sometimes, these visits are focused affairs, with an express intention to 

implement the proposals through a specific, practical project. One such project has been on 

the Test at Longparish, where the Middleton Estate has moved the fishing on most beats to 

unstocked, with the river managed for its wild fish. The results for the river and its fishing 

have been simply staggering. 

Hinged trees and a log and brushwood island make great habitat at Middleton 

WTT runs around 50 practical demonstration events each year, mostly with fishing clubs, to 

show that habitat improvement work can be simple, effective and good fun for eager hands. 

In September, we were delighted to run a day with Rupert Kelton and the Wessex 

Chalkstreams and Rivers Trust to put over a dozen keepers into the Test below Whitchurch, 

thanks to owner Richard Maitland, practically carrying out techniques such as tree hinging, 

the creation of marginal brushwood berms and dropping a couple of hefty trees to make some 

big log deflectors. It was excellent to see so many keepers in the river together and absolutely 

whistling through the work!  
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WILD TROUT TRUST 

Keepers at work at Whitchurch. Photo: Rupert Kelton 

Increasingly, the expertise of WTT’s staff is being put to good use to carry out fairly large-

scale river restoration projects. In Hampshire, we are blessed with an outstanding EA 

Fisheries & Biodiversity team. With them, the landowners and a fishing society, and led by 

WTT’s Andy Thomas, we’re into a fourth phase of a restoration project on the Candover 

Stream in the headwaters of the Itchen, using fencing, woody debris and a “dig-and-dump” 

technique to create lots of new and varied habitat. Here, the EA’s electric fishing survey work 

has shown that the trout very much approve, with the weight of fish doubling or even 

quadrupling in improved compared to unimproved reaches.   

The Candover Stream: looking sad, uniform and cattle poached, then being worked on, then… 
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WILD TROUT TRUST 

...beautiful, with habitat restored. 

In October 2016, WTT Conservation Officer Mike Blackmore teamed up with Heb Leman at 

EA, the riparian owners and Fishing Breaks to carry out a superb river restoration project on 

the Dever at Bullington. An old eel rack was angle-ground out to pull the river through just a 

bit more quickly, then over one kilometre of river received twelve new “dig-and-dump” 

pools, five new riffles from 200 tonnes of introduced gravel, twenty-one woody debris 

features and seven regraded bank sections. The vote of thanks from the river’s trout and 

grayling was immediate as they moved into the new pools before the water had cleared! Very 

exciting to see what the river will look like in the coming seasons.  

Dever: Dig and dump pool creation; woody debris berm 
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WILD TROUT TRUST 

Dever: bank regrading and a new pool immediately attracts a trout to rise! 

We have lost a number of people recently who’ve been troopers for the Test & Itchen. I’ve 

been honoured to have been heavily influenced professionally and personally by two of those 

people. Dave Hunter, EA Fishery Officer, was a student at Sparsholt 25 years ago, my friend 

and a massive force for good along the Test & Itchen. He died far too young and far too 

tragically but many of us will not ever forget Dave. Ron Holloway was a man who tutored 

and inspired many a riverkeeper, several of who look after the T&I, with plenty of others 

scattered elsewhere around the country.  In the mid 80s, Ron espoused wild trout 

management techniques that WTT are using now – unlike his mutton-chopped mien, his 

fishery management thinking was then way ahead of its time. I spent glorious weed cuts with 

Ron, learned a great deal and wear the T-shirt to show that I survived the Chestnut Horse at 

lunchtime, in an era before health and safety was invented. 

Shaun Leonard 

Director 

Wild Trout Trust 
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WESSEX CHALK STREAM AND RIVERS TRUST 

 

 
 
 

Wessex Chalk Stream and Rivers Trust 

 
Dun Sub Catchment Project 

There has been steady progress during 2016 towards securing fish and eel passage 

improvements for the River Dun. 
 

Following the removal of structures at Kimbridge and Lockerley, the WCSRT has been 

working with riparian owners and the Environment Agency to develop a programme of 

works in 2017 that will deliver improvements at the remaining up-stream structures. 
 

 

 

Gravel Cleaning 
 

The WCSRT have helped carry out gravel 

cleaning at a handful of reaches over the 

autumn of 2016. 

 

For 2017, we would like to remind owners 

and keepers that the kits are available to 

borrow and we are also happy to lend a 

hand. 

 
Watercress & Winterbournes: Heritage Lottery Fund, Landscape Partnership Bid 

 

During 2016 the Test & Itchen 

Catchment Partnership (TICP) have 

been developing a bid to the Heritage 

Lottery Fund for a Landscape 

Partnership Project focused on the 

headwaters of the Test & Itchen. 

 

This part of the Hampshire Downs is 

defined by these two river valleys, their 

tributaries and winterbourne reaches. 

The natural features of the area have 

been harnessed and lived with for thousands of years, shaping and being shaped by this 

unique landscape and creating a rich natural and cultural heritage which is as much a 

product of human activity as it is natural history. 

 

Drawing on the key themes, identified through the TICPs ‘Catchment Action Plan’, around 

improving water quality, water quantity, biodiversity and community engagement, the bid 

is being led by Ali Morse at the Hampshire & Isle of Wight Trust and supported by the 

WCSRT as joint hosts of the Catchment Partnership. There were opportunities to help shape 

the proposed project at workshops held at the end of January 2017. Invitations were sent 

to all Test & Itchen Association members as well as a wide range of community groups, 

government organisations, NGO’s and other interested parties. 
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WESSEX CHALK STREAM AND RIVERS TRUST 

 

  
 

 

Test, Itchen & Meon: Eel Passage Project 
The WCSRT have been working alongside riparian owners and the Environment 

Agency to help assess eel passage in the Test, Itchen and Meon catchments and where 

appropriate to remove barriers or install passes, as part of a project being funded by 

waste management company Veolia. 

During the first phase of the project the Trust 

visited forty-three structures across the three river 

systems, assessing the passibility of each structure 

for eels and elvers. 

 

Much of the work for the second phase of the 

project focused on the Itchen Navigation and 

involved the instillation of a series of passes to a 

number of the structures that exist in the place of 

the historic lock systems. Alongside work being 

done by the Environment Agency to structures in 

their ownership, improvements for the passage 

of eels and elvers will have been delivered along 

the length of the navigation. 

Wild Trout Trust Habitat Workshop 

In September, the WCSRT teamed-up with the Wild Trout Trust and Test & Itchen Association 

to hold a habitat workshop near Whitchurch on the River Test. Mike Blackmore and Shaun 

Leonard of the Wild Trout Trust helped share their expertise through a series of practical 

demonstrations which were part of a wider programme of works being carried out by 

riparian owner and host for the day, Richard Maitland. 
 

The workshop, attended by seventeen people including many full-time Test keepers, 

demonstrated a range of simple, natural habitat 

improvement techniques. The mighty band of volunteers 

ate through the work, putting eleven large habitat features 

into a 200m river reach, including hinged-in trees, 

brushwood berms and a number of big log deflectors, 

created from huge sycamores and alders. Mike withstood 

the pressure of an audience of professional riverkeepers 

as he dropped both trees right onto the necessary (and 

pretty tight) spots! 

 

A similar workshop is being planned on the Itchen in 2017. 

 
Rupert Kelton 

WCSRT and TICP 

 

 

Newly fitted eel pass at St 

Catherine’s Lock 

Newly fitted eel pass at St Catherine's Lock           
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NATURAL ENGLAND REPORT 

 

 
 
 

Natural England Report 
 

We’ve had a busy year, with a lot of changes! Some of you will have been at the Vitacress 

Conservation Trust’s 10th Chalkstream Headwaters Forum recently, where our Area Manager, 

Fran Davies, was a keynote speaker. He spoke of our Conservation Strategy – how we’re 

looking to increase partnership working, our focus on ‘natural capital’ and agreeing shared 

visions for our work on protected sites and landscapes. This is all in the context of increased 

financial pressures. We’re now, as a result, looking to charge for more of our services, ensuring 

we can continue to provide high-quality advice from our experienced staff. 

 

There have been several staff changes this year – Charlotte Rose became the team leader for 

‘watery’ staff in Hampshire, having previously been the advisor for the Itchen. Dean Mason 

and Suzie Qassim have also joined our staff – Dean as Catchment Sensitive Farming Officer 

for the Test and New Forest, and Suzie for the Itchen and Western Rother. Both are part-

funded through water companies – part of our 

closer working with these important organisations, 

focusing our delivery to improve water quality. 

 

For example, Dean has been supporting South East 

Water in their Woodgarston groundwater 

catchment in the upper Test, organising site visits 

with farmers in the catchment to capture current 

and historical agricultural land and agrochemical 

use. There have also been two SEW funded cover 

crop events in the upper part of the catchment in 

November. 

 

There seems to be a cluster farm developing in the Wallop Brook area, which Dean will be 

involved with. Cluster farms are farmer-led groups, coming together to agree voluntary 

actions to target specific environment features. On the Brook, this will focus on water quality, 

but is still early days – we’ll have more to report next year. 

 

This links in with our Source to Sea ‘focus area’, drawing together all relevant NE staff, as well 

as other organisations such as the EA, working to improve water quality and quantity issues 

from the headwaters of river catchments to the coastal waters where they discharge. No doubt 

many of you will have seen the algal mats, like lawns, across our mudflats – this is not a good 

sign. 

 

Other key areas of work this year have been working with the EA and landowners on river 

restoration work, particularly on the Tichborne stretch of river. We’re also working closely 

with the EA, Hampshire and Isle of Wight Wildlife Trust, and Wessex Chalk streams and 

Rivers Trust on two HLF bids on our river catchments – one focusing on wet 

grassland/floodplain, and the other on awareness raising, particularly focusing on water 

quality actions. 

 

 

Cover crop demonstration event, 
Malshanger Estate 
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NATURAL ENGLAND REPORT 

We’ve been working up several new Countryside Stewardship agreements too – fair to say 

‘teething problems’ continue but we’ve secured some large areas of river valley into new 

agreements, and worked with the CSFOs to ensure options to protect water quality are 

included. Work will start shortly on next year’s pipeline of agreements. Please get in touch 

with your relevant NE advisor if interested. 

February sees the arrival of our new Itchen lead advisor Dr Alex Poynter, who some of you 

may already know from his PhD work on the upper Itchen. We will then say goodbye to 

Charley Elliott, as she moves over to the Thames Valley for a CSF project there, having held 

the fort on the Itchen in the meantime – we thank her and wish her the best in her new role! 

Next year, our work will focus largely on Diffuse Water Pollution Plan actions for the Test, 

Itchen and Alresford Pond, and working with the EA on Water Protection Zone Consent 

Order work for the Solent. The latter involves gathering available evidence, identifying 

evidence gaps, and establishing whether available mechanisms/actions can resolve the water 

quality issues on our coastal protected sites. 

Charlotte Rose 
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ENVIRONMENT AGENCY TEST & ITCHEN RIVER RESTORATION STRATEGY 

Environment Agency Test & Itchen River Restoration Strategy 

It’s been an excellent year for the Strategy with seven collaborative restoration projects taking 

place throughout the length of the Test. Just over 2km of river has been restored to favourable 

SSSI condition for the benefit of chalkstream flora and fauna. As well as working with 

individual owners, the Strategy also worked with The Piscatorial Society and the Wild Trout 

Trust.  

The Wild Trout Trust designed and installed the 

collaborative restoration works at Bullington on 

the Dever. 400m has been improved by the 

removal of a downstream structure, banks have 

been re-profiled, meanders and pools added and 

in-channel woody debris has improved velocities 

and habitat variation.      

Bankside habitat has also been improved at some locations. Often this is a wide strip of grass 

running along the whole length of the river providing no valuable habitat. By reducing the 

width of the grass verge the area can be re-planted with a wild flower and grass mix. This 

improves biodiversity, adds variety and improves fly life. There is a specific management 

regime to achieve the best results but it is worth it.  

Compton Estate have embraced this idea with advice from the Environment Agency and the 

Hampshire and Isle of Wight Wildlife Trust. The nutrient rich top soil has been skimmed off 

and planted with a wild flower and grass mix. With the correct management this will create 

a colourful and valuable habitat adjacent to the river.   

The River Test at Compton, before our work The banks being pushed into the channel to narrow 

it and diversify bank profile 

Adding new gravel to create a pool and riffle 

at Bullington on the River Dever 
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A collaborative project with the National Trust 

completed in 2015 as part of the Strategy was entered 

into the Wild Trout Trust Conservation Awards. While 

we didn’t win, the project was short listed in its’ 

category which was good news. Maybe next time! 

These works are completed in collaboration with the 

land and river owners and fisheries interests. The 

Agency fund up to 50% of the work and help with 

designs, construction methodology and monitoring – as 

well as often providing the energy to make it all happen. 

But we are especially pleased when our work encourages others to do this kind of work 

themselves, with or without us – it’s all to the same end.   

The Strategy is already working on projects for next year. Southampton University have 

started modelling a historically dredged section of the Itchen and some structures have been 

surveyed prior to restoration next year.  

We have initiated consultation with residents who live near Woodmill, Southampton, as well 

as Fishery interests, NGOs and statutory bodies to explore ways and means by which the 

River Itchen in Riverside Park and Woodmill itself could potentially be enhanced to make it 

better for people and wildlife, especially migratory fish.  

Could the River Itchen in Riverside Park and 

Woodmill be enhanced to improve fish passage 

and make it less vulnerable to salmon poaching 

whilst retaining coarse and game fishing? 

We would like to thank all the owners we have 

worked with this year and the various contractors 

who have helped make all the meetings and 

designs come to life.  

Heb Leman 

Environment Agency 

For further information on the Test and Itchen Restoration Strategy contact Heb Leman at 

heb.leman@environment-agency.gov.uk or 07702 719398      

New meanders, narrowed channel,

and recently skimmed bank

Riverside Park and Woodmill, River Itchen 
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ITCHEN EEL POPULATION SHOWS SIGNIFICANT DECLINE 

 

 
 
 

Itchen Eel population shows significant decline 
 

The European Eel was once exceptionally abundant on the rivers Test and Itchen, supporting 

a significant fishery and creating those iconic eel-rack land marks. But across its European 

range the eel is now in drastic decline and is classed as critically endangered. 

 

Monitoring in recent years has shown just how significant the decline of this species is in these 

catchments. The eel population on the river Itchen is monitored every two years by 

electrofishing, targeting yellow eels at a suite of sites. The monitoring started in 2009 when 

new national legislation came into existence to protect the eel: the Eels (England and Wales) 

Regulations. Since monitoring began, we have seen a steady decline at all of the ten sites which 

are monitored on the River Itchen.  

 

Between 2009 and 2015 overall numbers of yellow eel across the river have reduced by two 

thirds. 

 
The eel has a challenging lifecycle - spawning in the Sargasso Sea, drifting on the ocean 

currents to reach our shores, undergoing significant physiological changes as they transform 

into transparent glass eels. They next become elvers - some individuals will then stay in the 

estuary whilst others will attempt to move into freshwaters, migrating upstream where they 

can reside for up to 20 years as yellow eels, before heading back downstream as silver eels 

and swimming back to the Sargasso. 

 

Our modelling shows that best achievable escapement of silver eels under present conditions 

for the Test and Itchen are 6.14 and 7.83 kg/ha respectively. This would equate to the 

equivalent of 120,000 and 65,000 glass eels on the Test and Itchen respectively arriving into 

the catchments each year. In 2016 we monitored elvers attempting to migrate upstream at 

Gaters Mill in a specially designed monitoring trap with an attractant flow, we caught only 

103 elvers. This suggests that the numbers of elvers currently entering into these river systems 
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are exceptionally low, and is a much lower level of recruitment than anticipated or required 

to sustain a long-term population.  

Tim Sykes 

Environment Agency 

Environment Agency 2016 Fish Monitoring Results 

2016 salmon numbers 

The EA runs salmon counters at Nursling Mill on the Test and Gaters Mill on the Itchen. Both 

counters have been run throughout 2016, with brief periods of computer downtime.  

The two charts below show the cumulative, estimated monthly salmon counts at each counter 

for March to November 2016 (December dataset incomplete at time of writing) and, for 

comparison, March to December 2015. These data have been adjusted both for “leakage” 

(salmon migrating via other routes) and limited downtime (computer crashes). Note that 2015 

produced the highest estimated totals for both rivers in 25 years of counter operation.  
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The estimated total count to the end of November 2016 is 88% of the same figure for 2015 for 

the Test and 41% for the Itchen. The first chart also shows a difference in the pattern of 

migration on the Test between the two years, with a greater proportion of the run entering the 

river in Spring and early Summer 2016 and much less of an Autumn run.  

The third chart below, in part, helps explain this pattern by showing estimated daily counts 

on both rivers set against mean daily flow. This illustrates the notable lack of flow in both 

rivers between July and the end of November 2016,  

All the salmon count data given in this report are preliminary and further data analysis will 

be required in order to produce final end of year estimates and report, once the December 

count and flow data have been collated and included.  

Infrastructure improvements 

As part of our continued commitment to understanding Salmon populations in our area, 2016 

has been a year of much needed major investment in our salmon counters. We have completed 

the following projects: 

 Construction of a new roof over the Nursling counter weirs – this protects the counter

sensors & excludes light to make clear video imaging possible. We are grateful to land

owners and local residents for their understanding whilst this work was carried out.

 Refurbishing of the Nursling counter bankside hut – this houses the computer

hardware.

 Fabrication of new sensor units for the Nursling counter – these are the electrode plates

located on the riverbed that detect passing fish and provide a clean, white backdrop

for video (the Gaters units are relatively new and in good condition).

 Installation of broadband at both counters and set up of a private network linking both

counters to a computer at our Romsey office – this allows us to check counter function

and retrieve data remotely, reducing downtime and saving staff time and mileage.
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 Replacement of faulty flow control sluices at both counters – essential for accessing the 

sensor units for cleaning and repairs. 

 

The following projects are in progress: 

 Design of a new salmon counter for the Little River Test – there is currently no salmon 

counting on this important migration route. We hope to work with Southern Water to 

secure the necessary investment to enable this work to commence in 2018. 

 Redesign of staff access to the Gaters counter to create a side door, rather than the 

existing 3m high ladder - the current set up results in a number of “working at height” 

risks and access restrictions. 

 Development of the counter software programme so that it runs on an up to date 

operating system, can be used at other EA counter sites and has improved 

functionality. 

 

Fish population monitoring 

The focus of the Solent & South Downs 2016 river fish population monitoring programme was 

the 6-yearly juvenile Atlantic salmon surveys on the River Test, aimed at assessing the 

geographical distribution and abundance of salmon parr throughout the catchment. The 

programme comprised 26 electric fishing surveys, all of which were repeats of surveys 

conducted in 2010. 

 

During the course of summer 2016, reports were received from other areas throughout the UK 

that juvenile salmonid monitoring was indicating very low salmon and trout parr abundance. 

A recent report received from Natural Resources Wales states that salmon parr were largely 

absent from some Welsh salmon catchments and had reduced by as much as 90% in others, 

compared with 2015 survey data. This report also suggests that similar observations had been 

made in France and that the most likely cause appears to be record high temperatures during 

the spawning period, especially November and December 2015. 

 

In common with this pan-European observation, our salmon parr surveys on the Test in 2016 

recorded 59% fewer salmon parr in total, than in 2010. The two charts below compare the total 

number of salmon parr caught at each survey site in 2010 and 2016. The first chart includes 

surveys where the full width of the channel is fished – these sites are typically 100m long. The 

second chart includes those surveys conducted in very wide sections where only the middle 

of the channel is fished, for a fixed period of five minutes, usually covering around 50-70m 

distance. Survey sites are listed in order from upstream to downstream. No coloured bar 

means no salmon parr caught. 
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Of the 26 surveys, only two yielded more salmon parr in 2016 than in 2010: Mottisfont Abbey 

Oakley Carrier and Mayfly Inn. The improvement at Mottisfont is particularly pleasing given 

our river restoration work there in 2015 with the National Trust.  

 

We will be investigating this general low abundance further with a more thorough analysis 

using data from the small number of sites sampled more regularly than 6 yearly – this will be 

included in our annual Fisheries Monitoring Report to be published in Spring 2017.  However 

disappointing salmon parr abundance on the Test was in 2016 compared to 2015, it is of at 

least a little comfort that it was clearly not as depleted as has been observed in other salmon 

rivers elsewhere in the UK. 
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It’s worth noting that the salmon parr recorded during summer 2016 were predominantly 

young of the year; the progeny of the largest run of adult salmon recorded on the Test in 25 

years. The parr recorded in 2010 were largely derived from the 2009 run, which was less than 

half the size of the 2015 run. This highlights the very significant effects of environmental 

conditions (especially flow, temperature and physical habitat) on salmon abundance at 

different life stages (egg, alevin, fry, parr, smolt & adult) and demonstrates how such effects 

can override the significance of abundance at the preceding life stage.  

The chart below uses data from the Met Office’s Hadley Centre Central England Temperature 

dataset. It shows mean monthly temperature in 2015 and also the maximum, minimum and 

mean monthly temperatures recorded between 1999 and 2014. The chart clarifies just quite 

how far mean temperature for December 2015 was outside of the normal range. 

The concerted effort to invest in our salmon counters throughout 2016 has enabled us to report 

salmon run data to our fisheries and salmon conservation partners more clearly and more 

regularly than ever before. This momentum is being carried into 2017 and we have a range of 

projects already underway to ensure better counter operation for decades to come. 

The 2017 fish population monitoring programme includes a detailed investigation of the River 

Meon’s fish community, which we expect to shed further light on this river’s little known 

salmon population, as well as on the status of wild brown trout and sea trout. Also included 

will be intensive eel monitoring on the River Itchen, the results of which are highly anticipated 

due to the apparent steep decline over recent years. As ever, fish monitoring in all forms will 

have the ultimate goals of guiding the protection and enhancement of our very special rivers 

and coastal waters and providing evidence for effective fisheries management. 

Dom Longley 

Fisheries Technical Specialist 

Fisheries, Biodiversity & Geomorphology Team 

dominic.longley@environment-agency.gov.uk 
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Broadlands - 'Sanctuary', Moorcourt Beat

The 2016 season began here on the lower Test much earlier than any of us had anticipated. 

Testwood kicked off the season on the 3rd March with a 9lb’er and on Sunday 20th March Jon 

Hall called to suggest that it might be worth me running a fly through the lower beats here at 

Broadlands as Testwood keeper Pete Farrow had a seen a couple more moving through the 

pool that weekend. By the time I had tied up a few loose ends, set up the rod and driven down 

to the Grove beat I was met by the sight of Jon, rod bent, and into a lively springer of around 

17lbs. A lesson to be learnt here; when a river keeper says go fishing – drop everything and 

go (pausing only to deflate one or more of the keepers Land Rover tyres before heading to the 

river!).  Nursling fishery soon followed suit, grassing their first fish on the 8th April. 

The best fish of the year also came earlier than expected. The 18th March saw a fine specimen 

of 25lbs taken by Testwood angler Arthur Volker. Talk here on the lower Test was whether 

we were beginning to see a revival of the spring runs the chalk streams were once noted for. 

A glance across to the Avon showed the early catch returns for Somerley estate were also 

indicative of a healthy run of south east springers entering the systems. 

As spring transformed into summer, fishing remained steady with fair numbers of running 

fish seen moving through the upper Broadlands beats and grilse beginning to show in mid-

May, rather than June, as had been the trend for the previous few years. The general buzz on 

the lower river amongst both keepers and rods was that we would be on for a bonanza as the 

year progressed – however, the best laid plans as they say….. By July we had seen precious 

little in the way of rainfall and changes in river levels were heading in the wrong direction for 

migratory fish to be on the move. As you are no doubt all aware, precious little has changed 

since then and other than a handful of insignificant and short lived lifts in river levels we 

remain, as I write in early January, at what could best be described as typical summer levels 

here at Broadlands.  The result of the prolonged low, warm water conditions put an end to 

any hopes of a bumper autumn for the Test salmon rods, the fish that were already idling in  
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the system were reticent to take and few fresh fish were on the move to stir the residents into 

action. The final tally for the lower beats ended at 265 for Testwood and Nursling and 68 for 

Broadlands with another 5 being taken upstream. The sea-trout, undeterred to the same extent 

as the salmon by the lower, warmer conditions showed in good numbers at the bottom of the 

river with Testwood recording returns of 480 for the season. 

It is perhaps worth noting that it was not only the south-east rivers that saw disappointing 

back end returns. The length and breadth of the country seemed to suffer as a whole and many 

anglers cancelled their planned trips north of the border during the last months of the season, 

myself included, as historical autumn runs simply failed to materialise.  Social media and the 

angling press has been awash with various theories as to why this year has seen such a marked 

decline in late runners; seal and dolphin predation has certainly been a contributing factor on 

the Scottish east coast rivers, lack of food, high seas predation/netting indeed all the usual 

suspects have been muted as possible causes. Personally I believe the issues are multi-layered 

and the weather this year has no doubt contributed more to the poor returns than any other 

single factor, but the salmon is a resilient beast and the best we can do as custodians of the 

rivers is to ensure the best possible conditions for both juvenile survival and returning adult 

fish. On this note I would just like to take the opportunity to sing the praises of the three young 

keepers here on the lower river; Pete Farrow at Testwood, Charlie Bull at Nursling and Jon 

Hall at Broadlands. Their obvious passion and commitment to the Test salmon is both 

encouraging and infectious and it is heartening to see the next generation working well 

together for the future betterment of the salmon – keep up the good work chaps! 

As a final note, and as I predicted in last year’s report, the Southern Water Testwood 

abstraction issue continues to remain unresolved and yet another season has passed us by in 

which I had (foolishly?) hoped to see at least some progress in fish monitoring and catchment 

management project work commencing – alas not. As we presently stand, and in short; 

Southern Water have proposed a reduction in their existing Testwood licence annual 

abstraction (albeit with a caveat to abstract at the full 365ml/day licence in drought 

conditions), the Environment Agency have put forward a “compromise” proposal which, 

whilst carrying some element of short term risk to the salmon population would, by 2027, 

ensure a higher level of environmental protection to the Test and which has garnered support 

from most of the NGO’s involved in the process, though this is not the view of all of those 

with salmon based interests, I would hasten to add. The Candover augmentation scheme has 

seemingly stalled and the Otterbourne pipeline project moves towards planning application 

stage, no doubt with legal challenges and counter challenges yet to ensue. We seem some 

distance away from a satisfactory resolution. This really is a short precis and the keen observer 

will note one major fact – that Southern Water continue to look toward the chalk streams as a 

major part of their long-term future water resource planning.  

After nigh on seven years of negotiations with Southern Water on this subject I am firmly of 

the opinion that for the company to not seriously consider alternative, more resilient sources 

of supply would be both short sighted and foolhardy. As the population continues to grow 

and requirements for water increase, the rivers will not increase in flow exponentially. When 

I put this point to Southern Water representatives at a recent meeting and suggested that 
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alternatives such as desalination should be pursued with more vigour the argument was put 

to me that it would be difficult to “convince” the public of the additional costs involved and, 

therefore, the inevitable increase in bills. Water as I am sure you are all aware remains the 

cheapest utility we have available to us. It is also the only one that is an absolute necessity – 

you can live without gas and electricity, you cannot live without water. If nothing else, after 

years and years of meetings this comment gave me reason to smile… as a house owner of 37 

years I cannot remember one single occasion where a utility company endeavoured to 

“convince” me in advance of why (or when) they were about to increase my bills! Personally, 

I am happy to pay more for my water if it is with the knowledge that my children and their 

children will also be able to continue casting a line for the occasional salmon and trout on our 

beloved chalk streams. Tight Lines for 2017! 

Neil Freeman 

TSG Chairman 

ITCHEN SALMON GROUP 

2016 saw excellent flows up to the end of June followed by an extended period of warm, 

settled weather with rainfall totals well below average and flows suffering as a result. The 

salmon fishing has seen a reasonable total catch, approaching 300, with a greater proportion 

of salmon as opposed to grilse than in recent years. Once again, the vast majority of fish settled 

in the lower beats and have been reluctant to move on. This behaviour seems to have become 

the norm in the last few years on the Itchen and some other rivers.  Whether this is 

temperature related or an indication of something more sinister in terms of pollution, remains 

to be seen. 

Over recent years, the automatic sluice at Woodmill has been lifted during the spring and 

replaced, using adjacent slots, with a fixed stoplog containing two cut-outs to provide access 

for salmon and sea trout. One of the cut-outs is an over pass primarily for smolts descending 

in the spring, the other an under pass to be used by adults although, on spring tides, adults 

can use the over pass. This has worked pretty well but requires a lot of maintenance and high 

flows in the spring can delay the installation of the stoplog such that it is too late to benefit the 

smolt run and early salmon. Apparently, the concrete slots holding the stoplog have 

deteriorated to the extent that there was a real danger that the stoplog could have been blown 

out by water pressure.  A new automatic sluice has recently been installed which has the same 

cut-outs as the stoplog together with an updated control system that allows the gate to be 

converted between an automatic sluice and a stoplog at the touch of a button. This will cut 

down substantially on maintenance and hopefully allow the stoplog to be installed for an 

extended period in the spring and autumn. The salmon fisheries would like to take this 

opportunity of thanking the EA for the work undertaken, over many years, to improve access 

for migratory fish at Woodmill. 
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At the time of writing this report in late December, the flows are worryingly low, but a few 

salmon have started to redd. Thankfully saprolegnia seems to be very much less prevalent 

than last year and hopefully the stock that we have will complete their spawning activity 

successfully. What we then need is a period of steady recovery of flow in the new year rather 

than floods which would be so damaging to redds made in low flow conditions. 

 

Chris Pearson  

ISG Chairman 
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River Test
Smokery 

Lyndilou Ltd.

CHILBOLTON •STOCKBRIDGE• HAMPSHIRE 

FISH SMOKING SERVICE 
Fishermen's Trout & Salmon 

Cold Smoked, Boned, 

Trimmed, Sliced, 

Interleaved & Vacuum Packed 

Established in 1989, the Smokery uses traditional skills, 

burning English Oak Sawdust in brick kilns to produce 

wonderful flavours without the aid of any 

artificial additives or dyes 

All fish to be bagged separately.

Deliver your catch any time in 
daylight hours, fresh or frozen to: 

Postal Address: 

River Test Smokery, The Watch Estate, Coley Lane, Chilbolton

Stockbridge, Hampshire SO20 6AZ 

For further information please telephone: 

01264 860813 
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The Piscatorial Society – Freefolk 

The winter and spring rains were bountiful ensuring a full recharge of the aquifers and a good 

head of water to see in the new season.  That said, the river was somewhat coloured 

(fortunately, short lived) and the weed didn’t really get going until May, in spite of the good 

flows and relatively mild winter.  Once established, however, the ranunculus grew well, as it 

does up here, providing all the benefits that come with healthy weed beds. 

The early season saw good hatches of olives and a few hawthorn.  In the third week of May 

the mayfly made their appearance and were greeted with gusto by the fish, being a relatively 

rare delicacy here at Freefolk.  Historically, mayfly were not present on this fishery but appear 

to be getting more and more numerous as time goes on – an indication of increased siltation?  

Come June and some nice hatches of iron blue were seen.  The summer saw reasonable hatches 

of olives and BWO’s later on, but being bright and sunny made for tricky angling.  The 

evenings were a bit ‘hit or miss’ in terms of the ‘evening rise’ as many of them were dominated 

by a rapid fall in temperature as the sun dropped. The best of the action to be had was right 

at the point of darkness.  Good numbers of sedge throughout and superb hatches of pale 

wateries and small olives towards the end of the season and into October. 

As I write, we have recently completed some river restoration work on the lower end of the 

Freefolk fishery with a leaning towards habitat variety and improved flow potential on a beat 

that has been heavily dredged/straightened (mill leat) historically.   

Craig Dawson 

Tufton Syndicate 

Once again, the mayfly hatch at Tufton was very good, as 

were the various sedge hatches. There were fewer blue 

winged olives than in recent years, apart from the occasional 

decent hatch.  In fact, most olives were down in number this 

year, it has to be said. However, iron blue hatches were good 

when the conditions were right. The True Yellow Sally 

(Isoperla grammatica) hatches were very good for a few days, 

with perhaps the largest numbers I can recall seeing at 

Tufton. Yellow May Duns were around in good numbers at 

times, however, our southern trout seem to show very little 

interest in them. 

Swans are still coming from the estate below and stripping 

out the weed at the very bottom of our beats. They are 

gradually getting the message that they are not welcome. Gammarus at Tufton 
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However, the very bottom areas of the main river and carrier look like a desert thanks to their 

unwelcome attention, despite ranunculus being regularly replanted in these areas. Very 

depressing to see the weed that is planted in often unpleasant conditions being destroyed in 

this way by swans. 

The "cuddly otter" is still on the increase and decimating the local waterfowl and other 

wildlife.  A family of four otters appeared in the late winter and were here on and off through 

the spring and summer, wiping out the eggs of our ducks and moorhens. Any ducklings and 

moorhen chicks that did hatch were soon eaten by them.  I don't think that we had any 

ducklings that got to the flying stage this year and can only recall three moorhens that got to 

maturity, all this on 2 ¼ miles’ of river that usually produces a good quantity of the above.  

Obviously, lots of trout and grayling were also taken by them. Stocked trout can be replaced 

(at vast cost) but our precious wild trout cannot! Another great worry in conservation terms, 

is the fact that with the increase in otters there has been a massive decrease in water voles.  

We used to have a good, stable, population of them here but this year I have seen very few.  

No doubt some people will put this down to mink.   This is not the case as I've seen no mink 

here in 17 years. I've put cage traps out every spring and never caught one here, and having 

been a keeper on other beats on the Test and Itchen have found mink very easy to catch! 

Weed growth has been very good again this year, great for the river but bad for the keeper 

who has to cut it.  On this note I'm so pleased that the T&I have reinstated the "lost day" back 

to the weed cutting days on the Upper Test.    My grateful thanks to all who listened and spoke 

up for the keepers on the Upper Test. It's not until you work on the top of the river that you 

appreciate what the weed growth can be like and how difficult it can be to stay on top if it's 

all cut by hand as the river is to shallow for weed cutting boats.  Pleased to report that this 

year there was very little blanket weed towards the back end of the season. 

Trout are spawning very well at the moment with lots of 

redds in all beats.  This, despite herons and the ever-growing 

population of little egrets trying to disrupt events! This 

afternoon whilst weed cutting I saw four great egrets and a 

heron sat in an oak tree in the middle of one of our water 

meadows. Great egrets seem to be spreading very quickly up 

here. These will no doubt cause huge problems in the future 

if they spread at the same rate as the little egrets! 

To summarise, 2016 was once again a very good season despite some of the above problems. 

Finally, I would like to extend a great welcome to Jeremy Legge, the new executive director 

of the Test and Itchen, who has hit the ground running and is already gaining great respect 

from the keepers and owners of the upper Test (and no doubt the rest of the Test and Itchen) 

for his enthusiasm and efforts to listen to the concerns of owners and keepers and for making 

the time to meet as many of the above as he can. 

Paul Moncaster 
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Middleton Fishery 

Following last season’s decision to cease stocking and improve the habitat on the Middleton 

Water, the winter found us undertaking various improvements. Brushwood berms, hinged-

in trees and various log deflectors were added to chosen areas of the river to increase the 

diversity of the aquatic habitat, which in turn would help encourage our wild trout to breed 

more successfully. 

Other measures taken throughout this season included gravel washing on 40m stretches of 

certain beats to help keep these areas of the riverbed more attractive for spawning redds. 

Come the start of May, it was nice to see a massive emergence of Hawthorn after early 

absences in the past 3 years. Late May brought forth plentiful Mayfly with the first notable 

hatch recorded on 25th May. It was refreshing to see lots of wild fish showing well. The 

entire stretch has been scientifically benchmarked for fly abundance and variety. 

Swans continue to be a problem, with too many on the stretch, as is late cutting / clearing 

down of weed. Lack of water is also a continuing problem. 

The latter months were lightly fished. The season finished with a small but full syndicate 

happy with our inaugural season. The GWCT Fishery team came to electric fish certain 

sections and proved conclusively that we have a strong but small wild population and that 

the trout had successfully spawned last year. 

Grayling fishermen had a successful winter but with a fledgling wild stock, the decision has 

been taken to drastically reduce their number of days on the river. 

Andy Clay 

Wherwell Estate 

Summer 2016 was a good season here without being exceptional.  Water levels remained good 

nearly all the way through, just dropping off towards the end – levels are now a bit on the low 

side and more rain soon would be welcome. 

The June weed-cut was a fairly light one but July was heavy and August even 

heavier.  Ranunculus was good all through the season but has come under attack from swans 

since.  They also clawed a good growth of celery.  We did not suffer much from blanket weed 

until near the end of the season and that is still with us.  There was not much ribbon weed or 

starwort. 

As seems to be the custom everywhere now, fly life was distinctly patchy.  There were good 

hatches of Mayfly in May/June and Grey Wulff all season.  There were a few Hawthorn early 

on and a lot of Sedge of various types in September.  As always, Daddy Long Legs was one of 

the most successful flies while Adam’s and GRHE also produced results but other usually 
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popular flies such as Klinkhammer, CDC, Black Gnat and PTN were less prolific.  It was very 

noticeable that most rises were in the evening rather that earlier in the day. 

 

Although no real whoppers were caught this year, there were three fish of 5 lbs. 8 ozs. amongst 

a total of 28 large fish of 4 lbs. or more.  The fish remained in good condition right through 

the season. 

 

Altogether, this was a more than satisfactory season and improvements we hope to make to 

certain beats during the winter months will hopefully herald an even better one in 2017. 

 

Lord Camden 

 

The Watch Estate  

 

 The end of season figures showed that the 2016 season was not as good as 2015.  The total 

number of fish caught was down, as was the average weight (not such a bad thing). However, 

I have stocked fewer fish, mainly because there were plenty of fish around.  Also, fewer days 

were fished by the rods. 

 

The river was clearer early in the season with good flows, although poor fly hatches and clear 

water soon made fish difficult to catch.  Early season saw some good Hawthorn days and the 

Mayfly was productive as usual.  Post Mayfly, fishing became difficult. 

 

The weed cuts went well, although over half the year I had little to do, due mainly to swan 

damage.  The swans caused most damage on the recently narrowed section of river. It amazes 

me that many £1000’s can be spent on river restoration and narrowing projects, which should 

enhance growth of Ranunculus, only to have swans benefitting from the improved flows and 

weed growth. 

 

Despite the lack of weed in the restored sections, it was noted that catch rates did increase, so 

overall the works have been a success.  As well as swans, we had over 50 Canada geese 

enjoying the new growth on the re-seeded banks.  These soon went after harvest time, 

preferring to feed on the stubble fields. 

 

As well as swans and geese, there were more otters on the estate and several rods reported 

catching damaged fish.  The best fish of the season was a 7 ½ lb brown caught in one of the 

lakes by the same rod who caught the largest fish last year. 

 

The disappointing fly hatches meant that again Klinkhammer, Emerger and C.D.C.’s were the 

best flies, as well as Daddies and Sedges. 

 

Fish in the lakes became almost impossible to catch once they had seen everything and 

everyone.  Regular treatment kept the mid-summer algal blooms away and the lakes remained 

fishable all season. 
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During the 2015/16 winter, many Pike were caught. Large Pike used to be considered 

beneficial to a fishery, clearing up injured or weak fish.  These days I think the Otter has taken 

over that role! 

 

Towards the end of the season, river levels dropped dramatically and as I write (end of Nov) 

conditions are very low.  The low water and dry banks are good for the winter maintenance 

jobs and repairs, but I’m hoping for a good scour to flush away accumulated rubbish and 

promote a spring flush of weed.  Swans permitting! 

 

Jeff Hounslow  

 

Testcombe 

 

Not an outstanding season although catch records did hold up principally due to earlier use 

of nymphs.  After a fine Mayfly hatch that lasted into early July, there were little or no up 

winged hatches afterwards.  The only heavy hatches after the Mayfly were sedge in last hours 

of light. 

 

After improved fly life volumes last year this was a disappointing season.  The only 

encouraging note was the return of Hawthorn flies for a brief period which had not been seen 

for several past seasons. 

 

Water quality was good almost from the beginning, not like last season. Water volume was a 

real concern after the April and early May rainfall which was very good but ran off rapidly.  

Any rainfall thereafter ran off almost immediately. Weed growth was normal but low water 

conditions continued from the end of May and are a concern.  

 

Blanket weed showed early, probably due to low water levels, and is voluminous as this is 

written.  Not an encouraging sign for the future.  

 

Fishing suffered from low water and little fly life after the Mayfly.  This is also very concerning 

and hopefully officialdom will do something about the impact of water abstraction.  This 

year’s catch was about 20% below the 2015 season catch. 

 

Once again weed cuts were haphazard at best and irresponsible at worst.  The June cut and 

clearing off lasted for weeks after the final dates.  It became a serious problem due to the low 

water levels.  Once again large amounts of bankside vegetation were sent downstream, from 

rafts of Bur Weed to rose cuttings.  Most concerning, however, was the amount of woody 

material which was shifted downstream rather than being removed.   
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This is a particularly 

obnoxious problem and 

keepers and owners 

should realize what 

problems it causes 

downstream as it hangs 

up and blocks flow.  

Some examples are 

shown here.  The new 

dates for weed cutting 

and clearing did not 

seem to be the problem 

as some cutting/clearing obviously took place well past the 

old number of days allotted.  

 

No real problems with predators although cormorants were seen at the end of the season 

almost daily in the morning but not in the afternoons.  Heron are here every day and one 

roosts on the roof of the fishing hut! 

 

Ed Stebbins 

 

Fullerton Farm Partnership. Test and Anton  

 

The 6 beats of this fishery (2 ½ on River Test and 3 ½ on River Anton) all performed differently 

for various reasons. 

 

The best beat was beat 4 on Riven Anton, which has more features than the others and being 

mostly open meadow it allows uninterrupted casting. 

 

Beat 5 was hit hard by resident otters that tend to push fish off the shallows into the deep 

pools.  Obviously, the rods target them there and they quickly become very educated. 

 

On beat 6 (River Anton) throughout the season 6 large willow trees fell in less than 80 metres 

on the most productive section of fishing.  Although I cleared the branches, the trunks (mainly 

just above the water) remained until October.  They provided good cover and difficult fishing.  

I counted 14 trout beneath one tree. 

 

The Test beats fished well and rods enjoyed the improvements to beat 1, especially as the top 

100 metres is much more accessible now. 

 

The clear water and good, early season flows meant that in places I had to use the chain-links 

in the June weed cut, as growth was so thick.  In contrast, the 15 resident swans on beat 1 

decimated the Ranunculus and affected fishing. 

 

Grass cuttings in the river 

 Woody material removed from river 
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In general, fly life was poor and, from July, those rods that could master upstream nymphing 

had much better catch rates. 

 

The River Anton has a good head of wild trout now.  One rod even complained about catching 

undersized fish!  We stop grayling fishing at the end of October to leave the river quiet 

throughout the spawning season.  The otters have targeted the large grayling on both rivers 

and I am regularly finding quality fish on the bank with just their throats eaten out. 

 

At the end of November 2016, the river is still very low and as the weather gets colder I see 

more cormorants about. At least we can deter these! 

 

Jeff Hounslow 

 

Leckford Estate 

 

After the wet Winter the River opened for fishing on May 1st running fast and clear. It was the 

water clarity that became the most notable thing in 2016, the murky early Season River we 

have seen over recent years was back to its crystal clear old self. 

 

The summer proved to be an exceptional one for the growth of all things green. We struggled 

to keep on top of the mowing and fringing and had to cut the weed fairly heavily to keep the 

water off the banks. As the flows decreased through the summer, it became increasingly 

difficult to gauge how much to cut each time. Erring on the side of caution and only cutting 

holes ran the risk of the weed choking beats before we could cut again. Ribbon weed 

continued to flourish to the detriment of other species and the swan population tried its very 

best to eat every scrap of Ranunculus. Blanket weed was causing problems by the end of 

August and continued to be a nuisance as it died and rolled against screens and bridges. 

 

The fly hatches were on the whole pretty good, the result of the flows and weed growth. There 

were only a few, isolated hatches of Hawthorn to start but the Mayfly was excellent despite 

the cold wind. Fish were taking the duns from the 16th and there were some great day’s sport 

with both Mayfly and Iron Blues. More Blue Winged Olives were seen and a good mix of 

Sedges through July and August. Pale Wateries and Spurwings made up the back-end fishing. 

 

The Estate has carried out a channel narrowing project in 

collaboration with the EA and the River Restoration Strategy. 

An overwide and sluggish section of Beat 7 has been 

narrowed by 6m, using adjacent Willows, this has improved 

flows although it’s difficult to see by how much as the River 

is very low. Matt managed to get this work done while the 

ground was dry and the excavator made hardly a mark 

getting on and off site, but we do now need some serious rain 

to avoid problems next year.  

 

Rob Goldsworthy 
Leckford Beat 7 - December 2016 
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Houghton Club 

The year began with some concerns about water levels but in fact they held up very well and 

the river remained remarkably clear. The flood of early 2014 clearly had a beneficial effect in 

many respects, moving on large amounts of silt from many of our beats. This has meant that 

during weed cutting periods not so much silt was disturbed colouring the river. The weed 

growth, particularly of the more important types, has improved slightly although we could 

have had a slightly later June weed cut last year.  

 

Mayfly was average but productive. There was some improvement in the other up-wing flies 

and sedges, quite a few fishermen commenting that they had seen some very good hatches. 

But I would say nowhere near historic levels and I saw relatively little in the way of spinner 

returning to lay eggs.  

 

Catch returns for the year were very good, very much helped by the clear water remaining 

through to the end of the season, also helped by considered stocking around the season's 

conditions.  

 

Cormorants, although seen passing through in large numbers have not posed too much of a 

problem with the regime we currently have in place. Swans continued to pose a considerable 

problem, in some locations severely damaging the slowly recovering ranunculus. A 

catchment wide plan to alleviate this issue would I feel be beneficial. Protection from otters 

has meant considerable expense in the fish farm, which has been successful and it is nice to 

see these characters on the estate.  

 

In house river restoration works have proved positive, not only in helping river flows but also 

improving habitat for both flora and fauna. Numbers of water voles going up for example, 

although the otters do have an impact on other species.  

 

Winter works have gone fairly well up to now. Essential winter weed cutting has meant that 

our gravel shallows are looking very clean and hopefully will give a good start to the weed 

during the season.   

 

Hearing reports from the water companies and the Environment Agency, and bearing in mind 

the rainfall levels up to now, I suspect we are rapidly heading towards a serious water 

shortage for 2017. Hopefully there is more hiding underground and it will not be as bad as it 

currently looks.  

 

Ray Hill 

 

Bossington Estate 

 

After our restoration of Old Stews Beat in October 2015 we were delighted to see such positive 

results in 2016.  The river bed settled down well and held on to its morphology of riffle pool 

sequences that had been created.  After 2000 tonnes of site-won gravel had been deposited  
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throughout the restored section, with the majority being used for bed-raising, there was still 

an abundance of fly life, including mayfly.   

 

In the previous restoration of Old Station Beat, 

completed in October 2013, during the higher 

flows that occur early on in the season the stockies 

do not hold so well with the increased velocity of 

water.  We did not find this to be the case on Old 

Stews, fish held and it was a stalkers paradise. 

 

It was a joy to see three wild trout redds in the 

shallows at the top of Old Stews Beat and another 

4 redds in the gravel bottomed section where we 

had created a pipe bridge, that had then been 

removed at the end of the restoration.    

 

Also of interest, we had little or no cormorant trouble on Old Stews compared to previous 

years.   We think that the deterrent was a combination of the increased cover for fish from the 

hinged trees (LWD) and the shallower faster flowing water. 

 

Will Buckley 

 

Pittleworth Manor Fishery 

 

2016 was another pleasing year for Pittleworth with catches as good as last year. 

 

Water levels held up well throughout the season, which kept the blanket weed to a minimum. 

Fortunately, the ribbon weed was not as prolific as in previous years. Ranunculus and water 

parsnip grew well, the absence of blanket weed allowing them to flourish until the end of the 

fishing season, which gave the fish continued cover and enhanced the appearance of the river. 

 

Early fly life was very sporadic, the odd Grannom and early Olive, one day’s worth of 

Hawthorns and then nothing. The Mayfly was average but fishing was good until the June 

weed cut. 

 

 Mid July saw some really hot weather which pushed the water temperatures up, this made 

the fishing very difficult until the end of August. After this, the water temperature dropped 

and the fishing improved.  

 

Grayling numbers still seem low, whereas signs that Otters are on the increase are obvious. 

There are slides and tracks up and down the beats with remains of fish seen on a regular basis. 

Early one afternoon I observed an otter confronting a pen on her nest, she protested for a few 

seconds and then gave in, she left her nest and swam away. The nest was abandoned. 

Interestingly, none of the resident swans have produced signets this year and duckling 

numbers are down as well. 

Old Stews - 7 months’ post restoration 
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As for triploids, I do feel that stocking these fish is having an adverse affect on the fishing. 

They stay in shoals rather than taking up individual lies which each fish would protect, 

making other fish move on. We are now seeing stretches of the river with no fish and then 

shoals of 20 or 30. Spook one and you spook them all. 

 

At the time of writing this the river is very low. We need some good rainfall to secure the 

flows for next season. 

 

Brian Parker 

 

Testfield Beat, Mottisfont 

 

The season started with poor water clarity due to the usual algal bloom, which made fishing 

difficult in the first half of May, as the fish were not rising due to a shortage of fly life and they 

could not be seen in the water.  

 

The Mayfly hatch was good as usual, and plenty of fish were caught during this period. The 

second half of June and July provided average fishing, but fishermen suffered from heavy rain 

on some days. In August and September, the weather changed to hot sunny days, which made 

fishing difficult due to lack of flies during the day, but at least the river was clear and fish 

could be targeted with a nymph.  

 

There was a good evening rise on a number of evenings in July and August, but often it was 

only the smaller wild trout and grayling which were rising. Many of the fishermen did not 

stay for this activity as it occurred late in the evening and there was no consistency or 

guarantee that the flies would hatch or that there would be a fall of spinner.  

 

Overall the numbers caught were broadly in line with the 5-year average and one 8lb grilse 

was caught on a nymph in August. 

 

William Sleeman 

 

Mottisfont (true left bank)  

 

Not the best start to the season with the fishing hut being broken into, with the fridge and gas 

stove being taken.  Still another warm winter and the weed growth is good!  Not much 

Ranunculus weed, only ribbon weed and mares tail seen close to the surface.   

 

No Hawthorn fly seen again. Grannoms and small Brown Olives seen, good hatches.  Water 

still cloudy with sediment from the winter, slow to clear.  Good Mayfly hatch, large numbers 

seen late into the evening.   

 

Getting more poachers and have heard from neighbouring keepers much of the same 

thing. The poaching seems to be on the increase. First weed cut done and not much to take  
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off, only ribbon weed and mares tail cut.  Mayfly last hatch seen 14th June.  Having to fix more 

barbed wire to our gate to try to stop poaching. Time will tell! 

 

After second weed cut ribbon weed growing very fast with the warm conditions this 

summer.  Good Olive hatches all through, and Sedge abundant in the evenings.  Seen more 

seagulls and cormorants’ marks to some fish. 

 

Last weed cut in progress and its hard going with the amount of blanket weed.  We will need 

the use of a weed boat on the deep sections of the river.  Fish rising late in the evening and 

very early in the morning.  Slow going in the heat of day. Ribbon weed is still growing fast 

even though it was cut short, it is now out of the water in some places on the shallow part of 

the river, but fish rising well.  On the last day of clearing a lot of trapped weed was released 

from further up the river which made the job a lot harder and longer! 

 

Nigel Costain 

 

Mottisfont Abbey – National Trust 

 

Following the extensive restoration we carried out on our Oakley beat at the end of the 2015 

season (see last year’s River Report for details) the winter passed quietly but busily as we 

prepared for the 2016 season to begin. Whilst the weather for much of the winter was 

unusually mild, by the time our season began towards the end of April it seemed unusually 

cold, with the water relatively high and coloured.  

 

Our early season fly life was somewhat mixed. We had good numbers of grannom, and plenty 

of hawthorn which seems to have had quite a resurgence in the last couple of seasons. 

However we didn’t see olives hatching in the same quantities that we have become 

accustomed to in recent years, perhaps put off by the colder late April/early May weather. 

 

I saw my first mayfly of the year on the April 

20th, and the main hatch started, as usual, nearly 

a month later. We had a week or so of fantastic 

hatches, particularly on our Dun and Main beats 

and some great fishing too. If things had 

continued in this vein it would have been the best 

mayfly we’ve had for some time, however the 

weather turned cold again and the hatches 

petered out quicker than hoped. 

 

Fly life for the rest of the season was somewhat sporadic but featured all the usual olives and 

sedge that we would expect to see. Whilst we would have liked to see stronger more consistent 

hatches, our kick sampling surveys revealed that the numbers of inverts in the river have not 

fallen which bodes well future seasons. 
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Weed growth this year was relatively light across the fishery and thankfully we saw less 

blanket weed this year than last. Clearing down passed off without a hitch, especially in June 

where heavy rain did most of the job for us, which was very welcome indeed. The July and 

August weed cuts also passed stress free and the mixture of sunshine and showers through 

June and July meant that there was as much to do on the banks as there was in the river!  

 

Throughout the year we’ve been monitoring the 

recovery of the Oakley beat following the 

removal of a weir and placing 1600 tonnes of 

gravel into a historically dredged section. The 

banks and adjacent field have recovered 

remarkably well, in fact by June it was difficult to 

tell anything had ever happened. In the river itself 

invertebrates have colonised the new gravels 

extremely quickly and the area is now showing a 

greater abundance of inverts than areas 

downstream untouched by the works. 

 

Neil Swift  

 

 

 

Kimbridge Estate 

 

Whilst writing the 2015 Rivers Report the country had just had the warmest December on 

record and river levels were very low. As I write this seasons report things look very much 

the same. Hopefully some rain in the coming weeks will help the river flows next year. 

 

During November 2015 and January 2016 Kimbridge had a fantastic run of Salmon but we 

also saw big numbers of Swans and Cormorants. Regular groups of Cormorants flew 

overhead each morning, some dropping onto the river and others on the Casting Lakes. These 

feasted on small fish whilst the rest carried on upstream. The swans took a liking to the 

Farmhouse Beat and during January proceeded to strip out lots of weed. The growth in this 

stretch during the fishing season was very poor. 

 

A Bittern visited the Casting Lakes in March and at the end of the month thanks to Storm 

Katie we had a large number of trees and debris to clear up, thankfully nothing fell in the 

river. 
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The River Dun 

enhancement 

project was 

completed at 

the beginning 

of March and 

weed was 

growing on the 

gravel shallows 

by the end of 

the month. The 

two old weirs were removed and a narrower river channel 

was formed. Gravel was then added to the bed; hopefully in 

time salmon will be able to run up The Dun and spawn. The 

whole project was carried out expertly by Matt Foord and Brian Parsons.  

 

Just before the opening 

fishing day heavy hail 

storms threatened to 

ruin the start of the 2016 

season but on the Club 

members pre-season 

day nothing could stop 

Trout rising to the 

Daddy. Massive 

Grannom hatches and 

our best hatch of 

Hawthorn for a number 

of years followed. 

 

The first Mayflies appeared in 

numbers on the 7th May and 

although heavy rain storms 

coloured the water on the 10th fish 

were rising to them in the evening. 

Good hatches continued through 

the middle of the month with our 

best Mayfly on the 27th – 30th. More 

rain on the 31st pegged the numbers 

back but steady hatches continued 

to the 7th June. One Mayfly was 

spotted on the 17th September. 

 

There was a very light weed cut in June and this must have been the case upstream as hardly 

any cut weed came down the river until clean off. Some of the smaller channels were thick 
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with Starwort but the main river and carriers had only light growth. Water clarity was 

excellent all season even during the weed cuts. 

 

The cut in July was much the same but Ribbon Weed in the main river grew like fury between 

the July and August Cuts. The clean off period during the last two cuts seemed strange as no 

weed came down from upstream for the last five days of cutting and yet masses came down 

on the last clean down day late in the afternoon. I felt really sorry for our downstream 

neighbours as they didn’t receive the weed until dark. It also fails to amaze me at how many 

cut logs we receive at the Ginger Beer Hatches during weed cutting time, it’s bad enough 

trying to clear weed without the added problem of an 8-inch log stuck across 4 hatches. Each 

weed cut we had problems with sawn timber blocking weed when normally there is a free 

passage. 

 

Blanket weed again covered large areas of the river bed from August onwards. On the plus 

side, good hatches of Olives were present of an evening and this continued through to the end 

of the season and beyond. 

 

We have already seen some good-sized Salmon in October and the water is absolutely gin 

clear. 

 

Steve Brown 

 

Orvis Ginger Beer Beat  

 

Well another season over, one which seems to have gone by very quickly! Weed growth 

continued to be good but hasn’t been as prolific as last season due to decreased flows. That 

said, there was a distinct increase in Ranunculus with less of the problematic Ribbon 

Weed.  Weed cutting was much the same as last year and we continued to take a sensitive 

approach which seemed to work well. The appearance of brown/green algae covering the 

gravels mid-season caused concern.  I'm noticing this is becoming a problem on a lot of beats 

throughout the river. 

 

The lodge and bridge on the beat continue to mature; they are beginning to settle in with their 

background. We’ve also made modifications which make the bridge wheel chair friendly 

now, something a few of our customers are very appreciative of as they can fish unaided.  

 

The stocking programme continues to be a bi-weekly introduction of appropriate fish and was 

again weighted to accommodate the increased usage during the Mayfly hatch. This, like last 

season, worked well so will be our strategy for this year.  

 

What was noticeable was the increase of small Grayling in this water. Fish were constantly 

rising and more than obliging to take a small dry. The dry fly sport has been an improvement 

of last season, which is very encouraging. That said, hatches of species in any numbers are 

becoming less common year on year. 
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Fly hatches were a mixed bag again with Hawthorns non-existent at the start of the season. 

Grannom were also sporadic in their appearance. Olives seemed to be up from last year but 

by no means plentiful. That said, the Mayfly hatch from a fishing point of view was good, 

with it lasting well into June. Fly life throughout June and July was steady which is much 

better than we experienced last year. August and especially September were good with the 

arrival of Sedge and Crane Fly. All in all a good season from a fishing point of view but fly 

life continues to be a cause for concern. 

 

Myles Levy   

 

Timsbury Fishery  

 

The first ten weeks of the season have been mixed, with very cold weather to start, followed 

by sunshine and heavy showers, hence the fishing was quite mixed.   

 

July, like the first 10 weeks of the season, has been very mixed, just like the weather - warm, 

wet and windy. There have been some excellent spells of fishing, or should I say catching, 

followed by very slow periods where some fishermen did struggle. There have been nice 

hatches of sedges, with successes on larger CDC’s and Caperer but unfortunately little else 

has shown.  As usual, the “Robjent’s Daddy Long Legs” has dominated, catching most fish. 

The Peeping Caddis is the nymph, for the second season, that was catching well with the good, 

old Gold Ribbed Hares Ear coming a distant second. 

 

During August attendance was low and, as a consequence, not a huge number of fish were 

caught, although the river was in excellent condition, clear water and just the right amount of 

weed.  Sadly, there was the usual problem of the absence of an evening rise.  September, which 

produced a very large number of fish last year, didn’t live up to expectation this year. The 

weather remained warm and the sun was bright which made the fishing very difficult.  Also, 

the low clear water combined with the wind, something that has been very prevalent this year, 

added to the problems, and the fish went down on the bottom, and stayed there.   

 

The June weed cut went very well, although there wasn’t a huge amount that needed cutting, 

and pleasingly there wasn’t any weed moving downstream after the final clearing off day. 

The water is still a little bit cloudy, principally due, I think, to the heavy rain that we have had 

over the last few weeks.  I sincerely hope it will completely clear in the next couple of weeks. 

 

The July weed cut was smooth, with only one minor hiccup a few days after the clearing off 

had finished, due to some later clear off in the River Dun causing some disruption for a couple 

of hours.   

 

The August weed cut was also smooth, with only a small amount of weed coming down 

stream after the clearing off had finished.  I’m pleased to say that the August water was 

absolutely crystal clear.  There was some later clear off in the River Dun.  Generally, the weed 

cut disruption post clearing has been at a minimum, thanks to the hard work of the Test & 
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Itchen river wardens, Ron and Nigel.  Many thanks to those who gave fishing at Timsbury to 

the wardens as a thank you for their valuable work. 

 

The daddy long legs remained the number one fly this year, hooking 45% of all fish caught.   

If you ignore Mayfly season, the figure increases to 70%!  I think this figure is fairly reliable as 

most members can identify daddy long legs! The best nymphs were the peeping caddis and 

the pheasant tail. Over all, somewhat surprisingly, 80% of the fish caught this year was on a 

dry fly (daddies and mayflies mainly).  The mayfly season was consistent with former years 

in length, although rather patchy; out of the 31 days 400 fish were caught on mayflies.  There 

were eight great afternoons and evenings with fish consistently free rising. Because of the cold 

weather some days were disappointing. I do wonder if the triploid fish are just very bad at 

feeding off the surface and as a consequence will only become free rising if there is a very 

large hatch attracting their attention. The length of the mayfly season does seem to be longer 

since the turn of this century.  Again, I wonder if this is indicative of something, higher levels  

of silt, perhaps. 

Start and finish of the Mayfly season at Timsbury, 1944 - 2016 

 

 

 

 

Year Start Finish Days Year Start Finish Days 

2016 May 13 June 12 31 1993 May 14 May 31 17 

2015 May 11 June 14 35 1992 May 15 May 27 13 

2014 May 10 June 14 36 1991 May 17 June 8 23 

2013 May 12 June 13 33 1990 May 3 May 20 18 

2012 May 10 June 12 34 1989 May 14 May 29 16 

2011 May 7 June 9 32 1988 May 14 June 1 17 

2010 May 12 June 13 33 1987 May 16 June 4 20 

2009 May 9 June 7 30 1986 May 18 June 8 22 

2008 May 14 June 5 21 1985 May 18 June 3 17 

2007 May 3 June 8 32 1984 May 11 June 4 24 

2006 May 12 June 10 30 1979 May 5 May 31 26 

2005 May 9 June 11 34 1978 May 10 June 3 24 

2004 May 11 June 6 27 1977 May 11 May 29 19 

2003 May 10 June 12 34 1969 May 17 June 8 23 

2002 May 1 June 3 34 1968 May 10 June 3 24 

2001 May 10 June 17 28 1967 May 15 June 3 19 

2000 May 13 June 6 25 1966 May 15 May 22 8 

1999 May 10 June 4 25 1965 May 16 May 22 7 

1998 May 13 May 31 19 1964 May 17 May 30 14 

1997 May 8 May 31 24 1949 May 12 May 29 18 

1996 May 21 June 10 20 1948 May 9 May 20 12 

1995 May 9 May 31 22 1947 May 20 June 3 14 

1994 May 14 June 4 22 1944 May 3 May 7 4 
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Tragically, the old staples of the blue winged olive, iron blue, pale watery, cannis and so many 

others have all but disappeared along with a huge reduction in sedges and freshwater shrimp, 

gammarus pulex, with little or no explanation as to why our rivers have turned into an 

invertebrate wasteland. In Norman Therwell’s book the “Complete Tangler” he illustrates the 

classic tweed clad, old school dry fly man who wears a tie when he goes fishing (doesn’t 

everybody?), enjoying a hatch of blue winged olives - will those days ever return? I think all 

fishermen have a duty to leave no stone unturned to find out why fly life has disappeared, 

whether it be siltation, phosphates or over abstraction and then resource the solution.  The 

future of our rivers depends on it.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Olive hatch” - from Norman Therwell’s “Complete Tangler” 

 

This season we caught a total of 1,371 fish: the biggest brown was 9lbs; the biggest rainbow 

was 7lbs; and a magnificent grayling of 3¼lbs. Generally, we have seen an increase in the 

number of grayling of all sizes. Towards the end of the season a number of salmon were seen, 

of which a dozen were thought to be in double figures. 

 

Our otter is very much in evidence, leaving the results of his labours on the riverbank.  I think 

there is a very high possibility that he has a large and active family. Barn owls have been 
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regularly sighted hunting the meadows throughout the summer, although quite a few have 

been taken by buzzards. During the cutting of the meadow hay, five barn owls were seen 

following the tractor, picking off all the mice and voles trying to escape the cutters!  

 

Timsbury hosted a Veterans Day on Saturday 30th July. It proved to be a huge success.  We 

welcomed a small group of war veterans, from both Gulf Wars and Afghanistan, who carry 

physical, mental and emotional scars.  They all managed to catch a fish or two, and enjoyed a 

fantastic BBQ lunch.  The feedback was that they had thoroughly enjoyed their time at the 

Fishery.  A huge thanks to all who helped on the day.  In addition, we ran some days to 

support the Wessex Chalkstreams and Rivers Trust, which has raised over £2,000. These also 

have been very successful and reportedly enjoyed by all those who took part. 

 

Jonathan Durrant 

 

The Parsonage  

Apart from the Mayfly period, this has been the year of the nymph. The total bag has been 

much as in the past but with a lot of comment about the lack of rising fish.  I now understand 

that this has a lot to do with siltation rather than pesticides.  We have certainly noticed gnats 

and midges rather than olives on the water. 

 

We have also had a lot of comment, mostly aggrieved, about the number of rainbows in the 

river. 

 

Silt has accumulated, particularly in the carrier, because of the low water and the dredging 

activity in the carrier upstream. Having worked to improve ours over recent years this is very 

disappointing.  We can only hope for a good head of water over the winter and next spring 

and that it gradually takes it away. 

 

Janet Grimstone 

 

Broadlands Fishery  

 

2016 started full of promise with bulging rivers and news 

of big runs of MSW fish around the country had everyone 

excited here at Broadlands for March 15th, the start of our 

salmon season. It didn't take long as five days later I was 

lucky enough to land the first on fly at 17lb, one of the 

earliest at Broadlands for many years.  

 

Good numbers of MSW fish were landed through the first 

half of the season and with 50+ fish in the book by the end 

of July, it looked like a record breaking year was on the 

cards. However, August brought high temperatures and 

the river topped out at 22°c+, fishing effort ceased and no 
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fish moved.. a few more were caught throughout September but nothing like normal, and we 

ended on a respectable 68 salmon for the season, with that first one being the biggest.  

 

The trout fishing has been steady this season. Good numbers of grannom were seen making 

their way up river as LDO's drifted down. The mayfly started with something of a stutter as 

cold north-easterly winds kept the evening sport in check, but was good once the winds 

shifted and warmed, culminating in some huge spinner falls during late May. Some excellent 

sedge fishing was enjoyed late in the evenings through the mid-season for those hardy rods 

who stayed on and September saw spurwings, pale watery’s, sedge and daddy long legs 

throughout the shortening days.  

 

Weed cutting was light this season as we are still suffering from the scouring effects of the 

2014 flooding down here. As I write, good numbers of salmon are present jostling for position 

over the spawning gravels, the river is extremely low and although spring spates can spell 

disaster for salmon recruitment this far down the system, unless we get some well needed 

rain soon, 2017 could well be a tough one …… 

 

Jon Hall 

 

Testwood and Nursling Fishery – Barker-Mill Estate  

 

Well, last year was a huge success and we all hoped that the 2016 season would see a high 

number of silver tourists returning to the Test.  Thankfully the start of the season did not 

disappoint.  On 3rd March – 3 days in – Sebastian Puzuto landed the first fish of the season at 

Testwood Pool, a small but very welcome 

returning visitor of 8lbs.  Following this, on 19th 

March, one of our young season rods, Arthur 

Voelcker, hooked on to a true gem of the southern 

chalk streams, a 25lb bar of silver with long tailed 

sea lice; this fish couldn’t have been in the river 

longer than 12 hours.  The Little River at Nursling 

also had some early fish, one of which came from 

the famous Drawing Room pool from the very first 

cast on 8th April and was caught by Tim Johns. 

 

If we look back over the records over the past 10-15 years the rods wouldn’t expect to catch 

the first fish of the season until May, but these days we are seeing fish returning in March and 

April.  By the end of May, the fishery had landed over 30 fish, this was almost double the 

amount to the same time last year.  At this point fishermen were predicting another record 

season. 

 

One day in particular that I recall was 27th May, when Frank Callaghan and Tim Johns has a 

true red letter day at Testwood.  Between them they caught 8 fresh spring salmon, the smallest 

was 11lbs and the largest was 20lbs.  This was their best day’s fishing in the 40 years they’ve 

salmon fished the Test. 
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Even the grilse may an early appearance in May, however they didn’t hand around.  As soon 

as they appeared on the tide, within 12 hours they had moved up river and we received news 

of good numbers being caught upstream.  As the year moved on into June and July it wasn’t 

uncommon to have over 20 fish recorded in the books for Testwood and Nursling in a week.  

However, as early as the run of salmon and grilse began, it quickly slowed down to almost 

nothing by August and September, so we didn’t get the fairy tale ending to the season that we 

predicted in May. The season total for 2016 was a very respectable 380. 

 

Even though we had a great start to the season for the salmon, the sea trout started very 

slowly. Once again we found ourselves comparing this year to last year’s record run. The sea 

trout rods were giving me feedback of little or no action in the first few weeks of June, but this 

didn’t last long.  Soon enough sea trout were being caught, and the average size this year was 

between 4lb and 6lb, with the odd double figure fish making an appearance.  Despite the slow 

start we finished with a very healthy figure of 480 fish for the year. 

 

Trout fishing on the Mill Beat at Nursling was very difficult throughout May, and the 

uninvited rain we received in late April caused the river to rise and the lower Test below 

Romsey became very coloured.  This, in turn, affected the Mayfly hatch, causing it to be very 

patchy and it seemed like it never really happened.  Reports from the rods explained that the 

fishing was very difficult, but persistence did pay off and towards the end of May there were 

fairly good spinner falls in the evening.  It wasn’t all bad though, as the season moved on 

there were very good blue winged olive and sedge hatches throughout, and when the water 

warmed up the trout were seen rising steadily. 

 

Pete Farrow 
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Bourne Rivulet  

 

As I write this our chalk rivers are desperately short of water, with little sign of any rain on 

the horizon.   It looks most unlikely that the springs will break by 17th February, the feast of 

the purification of the Virgin Mary, from which the village of St Mary Bourne of course takes 

its name.   

 

2016 was a good year for water with neither too much nor too little.  Levels held up despite 

some heavy weed cuts and cloudy August days allowed good fishing conditions right 

through the summer.   From the shoals of 0+ fish in the river at the end of the season it was 

another good year for recruitment.  Fly life was slightly better, at least in the early part of the 

season, with another substantial Mayfly hatch.   

 

Considering the general paucity of upwinged fly it may seem mean-spirited to complain 

about the presence of Mayfly, but this is of course an insect whose silt-burrowing nymph is 

dependent on the presence of sediment: not something for which headwater streams are 

traditionally known and therefore indicative of negative changes to the ecosystem.     It’s the 

same story on the Upper Itchen.  Readers may be horrified to learn that the Environment 

Agency still consents to the annual discharge of 100 tonnes of solids into the tiny Bourne 

Rivulet from Vitacress’ salad washing operation.  A pretty obvious “sediment pathway” I 

would say! 

 

Last year, still frustrated by the continuing impact from 

Vitacress on our invertebrate numbers, I closed my 2015 

report as follows: “It will be interesting, given the shortage of 

gammarus, to see whether the Bourne produces a record 

number of 3 pound plus fish next year, which one might 

reasonably hope for, given the number of 2 pounders left in 

the river this year.”  After a warm winter and good survival 

rates, we were not disappointed in this respect: to my 

knowledge at least 6 fish over 3lb were caught on the Apsley 

Estate water last season, and 2½ pound fish were 

commonplace.  As this is (almost exclusively) a catch and 

release water nowadays, we do not hear about many of the 

big fish caught, but I did get a graphic description of one 

notable success.     

 

On 15th June, a wet day with poor visibility, Welsh visitor Simon Jones, more noted for his 

success with Usk Springers, fished the Bourne for a mere couple of hours.  He had already 

caught one fish of a pound and another of 2½, and was standing in the river above the Iron 

Bridge just downstream of Harry Plunket Greene’s beloved Sawmill Shallows, waiting for the 

rain to stop, when a huge fish swung from a dark patch onto the clean gravel literally feet 

above him.  It took his small hare’s ear nymph under the rod tip on the first cast, and after  
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some dramatic moments (including the fish leaping out of the Maclean weigh net half way 

through the battle), was weighed at 4½lb and released.  This is, I believe, the largest wild 

brown trout recorded from our mile and a half of water since 1976 when Andrew Kelton 

caught a fish of 4lb 10oz at Chapmansford.      

 

Vitacress are part funding a fish growth survey on the Bourne.  I do hope that the presence of 

such large fish in the stream is not claimed to be evidence of a healthy headwater ecosystem.  

Brown trout are remarkably tolerant of pollution as are certain types of invertebrate: sadly, 

not the ones that give us the great dry fly sport that Plunket Greene enjoyed in the early years 

of the last century.   While we can’t spoon our fish any 

more to see what they have been eating, kick samples 

suggest that hoglouse and leeches must constitute a large 

part of their diet.  The frequency with which I hear of large 

fish appearing from under the banks and trying to eat 

smaller, hooked fish would suggest that our picky chalk 

stream trout are more omnivorous than we think.     

 

Fishing as my guest on the Bourne a few years ago, the late 

Fred Buller MBE related how, as a 16-year-old during 

World War 2, while on a bicycling holiday with some 

friends, he “happened” to stop for the night just downstream of the Beehive Bridge on the 

Whitchurch road.  It was not long before Fred had winkled out a nice fat trout to cook on the 

camp fire.  When he opened the fish, he was amazed to find a ¾-grown water vole inside it!     

 

This tale from one of fishing’s most-loved characters does suggest that trout will eat huge food 

items at times.  Yet we have all watched fish fastidiously picking out Iron-blue duns during a 

heavy Mayfly hatch so perhaps there is more to this than meets the eye.  They certainly like 

to be offered the choice.  While I’m happy, on occasion, to sight fish for wild trout in clear 

water with a small nymph, I’m not ready to start casting mouse patterns on the Bourne yet.   

Is it really too much to ask that we might have our Iron-blues and Blue-winged Olives back?  

Something is continuing to kill them! 

 

Tight lines for 2017. 

 

William Daniel 
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Bransbury Mill  

 

The year began with few sexually mature brown trout in evidence on spawning shallows that 

have been used by both brown trout and grayling across the ages.  I won't furnish you with 

the full details but it is a tale to rival that of King Caractacus spanning almost a decade that 

began with a recommendation for an extreme period of re-wilding and after a series of 

circumstances ended with numbers of all adult fish species present in this stretch of river 

diminished. Provisional agreement has been granted to rear brown trout from native brood 

stock to try and boost numbers of fish kicking up redds in a few years’ time.  Feel free to ply 

me with plonk if you would like to hear the tale in full.  

 

Spring saw a reasonable height of water and some good early weed growth. Hawthorn 

hatches and hawthorn fishing were the best they have been for some years. Mayfly fishing 

was as spectacular as it should be and went on for a long time. It is noticeable that each year 

we see a few more mayfly hatching in September although the fish pay them the blindest bit 

of notice.  

 

The first half of the season was particularly verdant with the fringe growing at an incredible 

pace along with the willows, several of which over balanced and cashed in their chips in the 

middle of summer. Weed growth remained good throughout early summer and blanket weed 

was slow to take hold until all the water went away in August and the river dropped 

remarkably rapidly.  After last year's murky season which I seemed to spend in a fine bate 

over foam and suspended solids, the difference in water clarity this summer was obvious to 

even the duffest eyes. I don't know why, but there was a change in practice by somebody or 

something upstream from here during the last twelve months. 

 

The second half of the season saw some 

challenging fishing with disappointing 

hatches of fly and few rising fish. 

  

Early winter grayling fishing has been 

productive with fish present in all age classes 

peaking at around a pound and a half.  

Numbers of pike are down with few fish over                                                                     

a few pounds although the population of 

roach that five years ago, numbered in the 

hundreds including some very senior fish, 

looks to be in recovery from the low point of 

last year.  Swans have been low in number, two pairs of kingfishers brought off young and 

conducted noisy aerial dogfights over the huge shoals of minnows that occupy the Mill 

stream, and otters continue to maintain a presence in the Dever valley.  The avian predation 

box was regularly ticked by a burgeoning population of grey heron who caused significant 

damage in the low water in late summer and autumn. Mercifully we seem to have been  

 

Bransbury Mill August 2016              
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excluded from graculus's Christmas card list and cormorants are rarely seen on this stretch of 

the Dever. 

There were newspaper reports in mid-

summer that butterflies were having a 

hard time of it. The acre of fen that is 

dominated by hemp agrimony that we 

subject to the medium of fire each March 

was inundated with flutterbies and 

butterflies at the height of summer with 

many species present.  It was noticeable 

in the wood that borders this stretch of 

the Dever that ash die back has really 

taken hold in this part of the valley and many substantial specimens await the attention of the 

chainsaw this winter before they start shedding limbs.  

  

Chris de Cani 
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Norman Court Fishery  

 

Fishing has generally been difficult and this is reflected in our catch returns and comments in 

the Fishing Register, except for the month of May when we enjoyed a ‘Mayfly fortnight’ that 

we are likely to remember for years. There were spectacular hatches on several days and one 

very happy rod wrote in the Register that ‘the water was boiling with rising fish’. More than half 

of the Season’s total of Browns was caught in this month, with most taken between 14th and 

31st May. 

 

We hoped that the mild winter would get the weed growing, but when it did it was quickly 

grazed off by our resident pair of swans. They raised 3 cygnets and eliminated our need to cut 

weed at all later in the season. The combination of lack of weed and a very low bankside 

margin in the early weeks made for frustrating fishing as only by exercising considerable 

stealth could you get a fly over a fish before being spotted. 

 

Unlike 2015 we had some Hawthorn fly early on along with a few small hatches of Olives to 

get the fish rising and as the year progressed we recorded good hatches of Iron Blues, Sedges 

and BWO’s right to the end of the season and beyond in the gentle autumnal weather. Can 

anyone remember a year when we experienced such a splendid display of vivid autumn 

colours that were truly spectacular here on the Anton?  

 

We have been doing kick samples each month for 

6 years now and although there has been a 

decline in the invertebrate count from 2011 and 

2012 when the monthly points total averaged 15 

against a predicted level of 16, numbers have 

stabilised since then at an average of 13. 

 

Grayling are fewer in numbers than recent times 

and our catch this year was much reduced 

compared to previous seasons. The average size 

is fairly constant at around 10 ounces and occasionally one of the bigger fish that we see is 

caught, as evidenced in June when a handsome fish of 2¾ lbs was taken.  

 

We set up a wildlife camera on the bank this year and periodically take it down and connect 

it to the laptop to see what has passed by. Ducks by the dozen of course, many swans, some 

Canada geese, moorhens, and occasional coots and herons. Surprise viewings include an 

Otter, white egret, muntjac deer and poachers! 

 

The first strands of blanket weed appeared as early as mid-July and by the end of August had 

expanded to the point where it disfigured the river leaving only occasional clear patches and 

runs to fish. Occasionally a fish sitting on top of the blanket weed would take the fly and  
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promptly dive under it, breaking the leader rather than coming to the net on most occasions 

due to the enveloping nature of this unwelcome nuisance. 

 

On a more cheerful note there are a number of redds to be seen, the first being cut as early as 

the end of October with others appearing during November, holding out the promise of a 

good stock of wild fish to enjoy fishing for in the coming seasons. 

 

David James 

 

Fullerton Partnership  

See report in the Test section 
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Lockerley - NWFFA 

 

This year it was possible to get onto the water for the pre-season weed cut which meant that 

we had a good start to the season, with the river mostly fishable throughout. We did not 

therefore experience the problems of 2015 with excessive weed growth in the river as we 

reached June.  However, water parsnip and siltation continue to plague us. 

 

Generally, members reported good hatches throughout the season, although with the odd day 

here and there when nothing was showing. Mayfly were there in good numbers for the last 

two weeks of May and first two of June with a few showing into July.  Heavy rain does mean 

the river colours up from run off and this did mess up a few days for members, but now we 

have a fishing hut it does mean they can at least get under cover for a coffee (sorry bring your 

own – we only use Waitrose for stocking!). 

 

On a serious note, however, several days were also ruined by unhelpful upstream weed 

cutting outside of the approved dates.  This was a particular problem in June and July.  August 

was better and coincidentally Jeremy Legge at the T&I had spent time discussing the matter 

with us and others upstream ahead of the August cut.  So thank you to the T&I and also the 

wardens for their support – let’s hope that respect for the weed cut dates continues next 

season. 

 

Some evidence of poaching has been seen by the land owner and his agents and several 

members. Largely confined to youngsters, we think, but we remain vigilant. 

 

During the autumn of 2015 we had several days removing the reeds which over the years have 

spread, to give a bit more fishing on the middle stretch below the bench. At the end of the 

season we removed the two weirs with approval from the EA as the first step in a project to 

improve the overall status of the water. 

 

A possible sighting of a mink was reported. We set a humane trap but it came to nothing and 

there have been no repeat sightings – so we cannot confirm if mink are on this stretch. 

 

John Werrett 
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Cheriton Mill – Sussex Piscatorial Society 

 

This year we had good flows throughout the season following high levels from the New Year. 

By the time our season started levels were still on the generous side. As I write this report 

flows are increasing so looking good for 2017. 

 

Fly life monitoring results have been much the same as 

previous years with decreasing numbers of Gammarus but 

huge number of cased caddis. Other species are in smaller 

numbers. We always net a number of Bullheads and on one 

occasion a greater number than Gammarus!  

 

The clarity of the river can only be described as gin clear and 

it never coloured this year. The stream always fishes best 

early in the season and more of our members have made the 

journey from Sussex, Surrey and Hampshire with better 

results than in recent years. The best fish recorded this year 

was a monster of 11 inches! - but they do find fishing a narrow stream with truly wild (and 

spooky) trout challenging. Although a hardcore of wild trout enthusiasts keep returning to 

rise to the challenge, we need it to be fished more regularly. We continue to publicise this 

quiet oasis on our Society website in the hope of stimulating more interest.  

 

We had a mature tree down across the stream just 

before the start of the season which was swiftly 

dealt with by a work party. We have incorporated 

some of the trunk/larger branches into groynes to 

encourage some scour pools to help the more 

mature trout over-winter and to create some 

diverse features in the flow.  

 

Weed growth seems to have been very strong 

everywhere this year and Cheriton was no 

exception. Trying to keep the water parsnip 

under control has been a never-ending task and at times it has got the better of us, so the weed 

cuts have been major events. We could have done with a weed cut in September as we fish on 

into early October.   The Ranunculus has also grown strongly and fortunately has not been 

ravaged by swans. 

 

Following issues with cut weed from upstream in Cheriton village we have forged a link with 

Cheriton Volunteer Group who focus on conservation issues in and around the village. 

Hopefully their information/education programme within the village will aid the situation. 

Our own long-standing volunteer water-keeper Phillip Ellis stood down at the start of the  
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year and our grateful thanks go to him for many years of commitment to maintaining and 

improving the beat to keep it in great condition. 

 

We have just undertaken an interesting bit of “citizen science” courtesy of water sampling 

equipment provided by Freshwater Habitats Trust (freshwaterhabitats.org.uk) to measure 

Nitrates and Phosphates on our beat. The results appear to indicate a low level of phosphates, 

but a slightly elevated level of nitrates, which is interesting bearing in mind we are only some 

3km from the source of the stream.  

 

We continue to see egrets in the meadows and also our “resident” grey heron, but apart from 

these predators, we are fortunate to not suffer major avian or other predation. 

 

We were pleased to host a visit by the Association’s new Executive Director, Jeremy Legge, 

who walked the stream and outlined some of the projects the Association are pursuing to 

protect all our interests. We were also lucky enough to receive a visit from Andy Thomas of 

the Wild Trout Trust who provided helpful advice on likely trout spawning locations to direct 

our gravel cleaning activities, which were facilitated by Wessex Chalkstream & Rivers Trust, 

so grateful thanks to Rupert Kelton.  

 

We are currently wrestling with the preparation and submission of an Environment Agency 

Flood Risk Activities Permit application for some revetment works to pinch the channel in 

one over-wide section of the stream, which we hope to undertake next year. So, we look 

forward to a 2017 season of tight lines! 

 

Chris Mitchell  

 

Borough Farm  

 
The highlight of the season was the Mayfly weekend offered to 4 young fishermen, members 

of the Flyfishers’ Club, who between them caught 82 brownies – half of the bags for the season, 

all were returned, (Flyfishers’ Journal. Winter 2016).  Their enthusiasm and determination was 

a joy to behold and demonstrated why it is important to encourage young fisher folk, who 

rarely get a chance to fish on our wonderful chalk streams. 

 

The season was little different from last year with river levels being maintained right through 

to the August weed cut, at which point blanket weed appeared. Once again there was an 

impressive mayfly hatch in late May and June followed by a predictable dearth of rising fish 

with most caught in the film.  As usual Olive Emergers, Klinkhammers, CDCs and Sedges 

worked well.  In mid-June, a large hatch of blue-winged olives was observed covering our 

dark blue coloured car, but in general hatches were sparse and patchy. 
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30 days were fished with 175 fish caught: 

 

 Browns  164    Largest 2lb 

 Grayling  11      Largest 1 1/4lb 

 Rainbows  0 

 Pike   1  

   

Lord Ribeiro 

 

Itchen Stoke Mill 

 

Throughout the season there were many good days fishing but apart from the Mayfly, no 

substantial hatches of fly were observed.  More particularly, the Gammarus count remains 

dire.  In the Candover Brook and Tichborne Brook numbers are around 10% of what would 

be expected, but in the water from Alresford only a fraction of that.  There is no reason to 

suppose that, whatever the problem is, it is confined to only one species of invertebrate.  There 

is convincing photographic evidence that the Itchen trout, in late summer, are now nothing 

like as deep in shape as they were a generation ago.  Much attention is now focussed on the 

pollution, for that is what it must be, entering the catchment above or immediately below 

Alresford Pond. 

 

The most positive development of the year, for which we are immensely indebted to the 

Environment Agency, was that, assuming a favourable outcome to further deliberations, they 

have decided to reduce the augmentation licence they hold for the Upper Candover Brook. 

 

Another major benefit has been the closure of the Candover cress beds at Fobdown.  This has 

removed a large volume of silt, which used to come down like turgid soup, doubtless carrying 

insecticides and phosphate, when the beds were being cleaned.  This too should generally 

help the river. 

 

Both otters and swans continue to be a problem.  Where the numbers are small they are a 

natural and very welcome part of the environment.  It was a particular thrill in May to watch 

an otter and three well-grown cubs systematically and successfully working the mill stream 

in late evening.  But their constant presence in unbalanced numbers present a different 

challenge for the future. 

 

Roger Harrison 
 

Yavington Fishery 

 

This year we have had good water flow for the whole season. The water was also particularly 

clear. 

 

Weed growth has been excellent, though this includes watercress which spread into the river 

more than usual. This should die back with cold weather, if we get any this coming winter. 
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There were some good hatches of small olives in the early part of the season even on cold 

days. Mayfly, which only became established on this beat in the last decade, was good and 

there were some falls of spinners when the weather was suitable. For the rest of the season the 

fly life was disappointing. Daytime hatches were sporadic and generally only enough to 

produce an occasional rising trout. There were fewer warm evenings than usual, so the 

expected evening fall of BWO spinners often did not materialise. On some evenings, there was 

an upstream migration of these female spinners, which raised expectations of a good evening 

rise of trout which did not materialise. 

 

In September, there should be good hatches of pale watery duns, but these were also scarce. 

 

More kick sampling has been done this year, with disappointing findings, especially in the 

latter half of the season. Cased caddis were found in reasonable numbers, but other groups 

were few. This was especially true of gammarus which were present in very low numbers.   

 

Sadly, the season was generally disappointing.                                                                                                                                                                                               

 

Vicky Reed 

 

Martyr Worthy Fishery 

  

The season began with excellent flows and a good growth of aquatic weed particularly 

Ranunculus. So thankfully no repeat of last year’s early season swan damage.  

 

There were no big hatches of olives during May and June, but the trout were actively feeding 

just below the surface, possibly on nymphs that were taking longer to reach the surface 

because of the strong flows. There were one or two days when prolific numbers of hawthorn 

fly appeared, but they seldom seemed to get blown onto the water. The season turned quiet 

between the June and July weed cuts, but thereafter there were some surprisingly good 

daytime hatches throughout the rest of July, August, and into September, even on some of the 

hottest days. 

 

The riverbed looked wonderful up until mid-August when blanket weed appeared with a 

vengeance and was awful for the rest of the summer. Nature notes record a huge number of 

damsel flies, a good showing of scarlet tiger moths, and for the first time for a number of 

summers several sightings of snipe.  

 

During the Autumn period the river has been plagued with cormorants and it has taken a 

number of weeks to get this problem under control. The odd goosander has also started calling 

in and a mink was trapped during the last week of November. 

 

Simon Ffennell  
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True Left Bank at Easton Bridge  

 

2016 began with a good height of water and strong weed growth, the river did however seem 

reluctant to lose its early season colour.  

 

Both hawthorn and mayfly hatches were all that one would expect and fish rose freely to both. 

Post mayfly hatches were disappointing and consequently so were the number of rising fish.  

 

Cormorants were in evidence throughout the year and along with the otter in residence 

enjoyed good sport in the road bridge pool.  

 

Also enjoying good sport in the road bridge pool were a party of poachers who visited on 

several occasions in the first half of the season.  A quick thinking local resident captured them 

on camera and the details were passed to the local Police. The rural crime unit based at 

Alresford were absolutely brilliant and once alerted of the poachers’ presence on the river 

arrived en masse to confront the impertinent gang of four fishing away with their 

inappropriate methods.  

 
 

Chris de Cani 

For Bill Tibbits 

Easton Fishing 

 

We had excellent water clarity from the start this season.  I don’t think I’ve seen it this clear 

before.  We had the usual good weed growth and fortunately the ribbon weed is getting less 

by the year.  In the later summer there was an explosion of watercress, as there was further 

up river. We had a large amount and the carrier nearly closed over in places.  Water levels 

were fairly good all season, although now, in early December, we are probably six inches 

down on the September levels. 

 

We had a better hawthorn hatch this season. After being poor last year the mayfly were good 

as usual at the end of May to early June.  After that probably the best hatch time was late 

evening, although some of our rods did well during the day. 
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Average size of trout caught was between 1lb and 2lbs, with a few at 3lbs and even a couple 

at 4lbs; the latter is unusual on our stretch.  Grayling are between 1lb and 2lbs, with plenty of 

smaller fish but few large ones. Salmon were seen again. 

 

The most popular fly patterns were hawthorn, mayfly, olives, Klinkhammer, deer hair 

emergers, daddies, adams, cd, grhc and various nymph patterns.  All are fairly heavy as we 

have some quite deep areas. 

 

After a large ash tree fell on 

our old hut, we had a major 

demolition job on our 

hands.  What surprised us 

was the enormous water 

tank in the roof space of the 

old hut, as the photograph 

on the left shows.  It 

extended the length and 

width of the hut.  We think 

this was a header tank to 

prime the pump that was used to supply water to Worthy Park House 

gardens years ago, hence the remains of the old water wheel just 

outside the hut, photograph on the right. 

 

Patrick Moyle 

    

Abbots Worthy – Orvis  

 

The top area of the beat, where we did some work in conjunction with the EA, is starting to 

mature. The coir rolls now have established plants and make great habitat for a variety of 

species.  

 

There was an increase in ranunculus as a direct result of the extra flow in the bottom section. 

Previously, due to the nature of the beat, we have always struggled with flow so this was nice 

to see. Work continues to be carried out on the large silty area below the M3 bridge and slowly 

but surely the fish are beginning to hold in the area.  

 

The slow and deep canal-like section of the beat continues to be blighted with ribbon weed. 

This section is 7-8 foot deep in places and is tricky to cut. The EA carried out a survey into 

raising the bed but this didn't seem viable at the present time. For now it will be cut from the 

bank side using a pole scythe, as access for boats is poor.  

 

The beat is still functioning as 'catch and release' and will continue to do so with stocking 

carried out when needed rather than weekly. The beat fished extremely well last year with 

some fantastic catches of Trout and particularly large Grayling. The wild fish population on 

this beat improves year on year with a healthy number of wild browns and Grayling caught.  
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Fly life on this beat continues to be better than the Ginger Beer beat on the Test, with hatches 

occurring most evenings. The Mayfly hatch was massively up on last year which is fantastic. 

Olive hatches seem to be pretty consistent and toward the end of the season there was also a 

good Crane Fly and Sedge hatch.  

 

Myles Levy 

 

Piscatorial Society 

 

Whilst I often make notes in my diary about hatches of fly, when I’m visiting our rivers or 

when I occasionally fish myself, I’m still very much reliant upon reports from the keepers and 

information I receive from members when assessing the season overall.  

April (from 15th) & May - Stormy weather did not help those few members who ventured out 

during the first few weeks of the season. A few large dark olives and grannom provided some 

top water activity although both were not as prolific as I’ve seen in previous years. As 

expected, the best of the action was around midday. Hawthorn (terrestrial) put in a brief 

appearance on the Itchen at Abbots Worthy in early May although I saw very few elsewhere. 

Trout didn’t seem to really get focused on them. I saw good hatches of medium olives on all 

of our waters during the early part of May.  

 A very slow spring with low temperatures - this short exploration felt premature.  

 On two visits early in the season to the Candover brook I was astonished by the size of the trout 

feeding on mayfly duns. I was broken by one over 2lbs and saw bigger. 

 Mayfly coming off in some numbers on the Elm stream, though the fish didn’t seem fully committed 

to them at times. Good stamp of fish!  

 Nightmare on Elm stream – A cold windy day with an amazing hatch of mayfly, the air full of them 

being hunted by Martins. Water full of shucks, fished all day, but didn’t see any fish moving, didn’t 

catch a thing! 

May, June & July – At Abbotts Barton the mayfly was a little patchy this year, in some areas 

it was quite sparse and in others prolific, 

which seems fairly typical given the 

diversity of channel forms throughout the 

fishery. With the water so clear, several 

members reported wild trout becoming 

quite selective by June. I recall a days 

fishing at the Upper Barton, when I 

noticed in the distance a large flock of 

black-headed gulls dipping and diving 

over on the Main river. Confirming my 

suspicions they were in fact taking mayfly 

duns both on and off the water, with fish 

rising all around them. Their activities WTT Auction Day at Upper Barton – June 2016 
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lasted just a few minutes, but long enough for me to land a beautiful wild fish of just under 

2lbs. 

 Fishing the Itchen Shallows, the Sedge hatch didn’t really get going until 9.30pm. Autumn feel, 

yet still there were active trout and they were happy to take my CDC & Elk.  

 On the Avon at Normanton (and above) I saw the best (most prolific) fly life encountered – 

compared with Wylye and Abbotts Barton. 

 A few Iron Blue at Abbots Worthy. Trout still not switched on to mayfly 27th May.  

 A Steady hatch of S.M.L olives all day on the Alre with good hatches of mayfly pm with plenty of 

fish rising.  

August/ September – Tough going, with most of our Itchen waters very clear and air 

temperatures up in the high teens. It’s such a shame to see so many members arrive early in 

the day and then leave before 6pm, missing the most productive time of the day (dusk). Those 

who fished late in the evening had good fishing. Hatches of sedges and pale wateries 

throughout September and into October were nothing short of exceptional.  

 Water clarity very good but fish now extremely wary – its challenging stuff all this fishing 

with long leaders but well worth it!  

 Although I found August lived up to its reputation as a hard month for fishing I found 

the rivers to be in fabulous condition throughout September and I had some memorable 

days. 

In summary, the mayfly seemed late and over the whole season several members reported 

sporadic hatches of upwing fly with not a lot of surface activity. All things considered I would 

say the 2016 season has not been one of the best, but it has been above average.  

Bob Wellard 

 

Winchester College 

 

As we entered into 2016, there we were still waiting to catch a glimpse of a pair of spawning 

salmon. Hoping that the delay was simply due to the unseasonably warm weather, it wasn`t 

until mid-February that I gave up hope, with this being the first spawning season I have not 

seen a pair of salmon spawning on the college waters since I first arrived as a Sparsholt student 

in 1995. The reason is unknown but it appears to have been a similar story elsewhere on the 

river. Plenty of adult fish were seen in our waters from August on but not spawning in the 

usual haunts. One can only hope they have made use of the fish passes that have been installed 

and spawned further upriver. 

 

A winter of renewing the fencing and clearing scrub on and around the river banks, along 

with the continual clearing of falling willows. We were unfortunately broken into early in the 

year with several thousand pounds of equipment stolen, please all be careful of who is aware 

of security where machinery is kept.   
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The warm winter presented us with trouble on the farm from fungus in the adult fish, with 

lots of pycese (never know if it’s helping, but dare not do it!) and salt baths being administered 

throughout the winter. 

 

Spring did arrive and with it came a good hatch of Grannum and Iron blue, with a healthy 

number of boys, old and new, in the club to be entertained and often frustrated by the rising 

fish, or the tree behind the rising fish. Hatches of olives and luns seemed to happen but not 

until almost darkness so fish during the day really were taking some convincing to rise with 

some slightly irregular patterns being used.  

 

That was until the Mayfly arrived. We had a very good hatch this year which lasted for over 

3 weeks, with plenty to allow everyone under and above the water surface to gorge 

themselves. A hobby was among the many birds that take advantage of this spring glut. 

Following the end of the Mayfly, the river was as usual full of bloated fish that really didn’t 

need to feed unless food was presented to them right on a plate, with 'please eat' written next 

to it. Anglers turned their tactics to a mixture of dry and nymphs from July onwards with a 

steady success rate from both. 

 

Weed growth was fairly typical this year, with a good growth rate and perhaps a little more 

than normal being left in a bid to provide more habitat and promote better fly life. Let’s see 

what happens. We have seen a rise in predators, with more herons and cormorants, which 

were until recently a fairly rare sight here, now being a fairly common sight. There has also 

been a notable rise in the number of otter spraints on the banks, with one breaking through 

the farm defences and getting into a tank, leaving us a head or 2 each morning as his or her 

calling card. An upgrade in the electric fencing seems to have solved the problem so hopefully 

tarkas' efforts will now be returned to river fish not farm fish. 

 

The season ended being a fairly dry one, with a dry September and  October. Trout spawning 

began early November and is still ongoing now in early January. Although the arrival of the 

salmon this year was later, and in fewer numbers than last year, I can gladly say I have seen 

already one pair spawning on a redd, so this is a much better scenario than last spawning 

season. We are still awaiting some significant rainfall to top up for next season but are hopeful 

it will arrive. 

 

 I would like to end this report on a few words about the very sad loss the fisheries world has 

suffered. In November, we all discovered that Dave Hunter, one of the regions fisheries 

officers, had been diagnosed with liver cancer and had been given a matter of weeks to live. 

Sadly, Dave passed away on January 1st 2017. We all will have fond memories of Dave, with 

his endless stories of 'When I was in', 'or do you remember?' He was a great character and 

would always be there to advise or just be part of a group, and he will be sadly missed here 

on the college water. Whether it was patrolling, checking spawning salmon, assisting with 

poachers, helping with the CEFAS survey work, or just calling in because it was near your 

coffee time. Dave will be a much missed but always remembered part of the wider picture of 

life on the river. 
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All the best for the coming season of 2017. 

 

Mark Sankey 

 

Bishopstoke Fishing Club  

 

After a comparatively normal winter for rain the start of the season was greeted by good 

flows. Weed growth this year was much improved on all beats compared with last season 

with efforts to keep the swan damage down working well. 

 

However, spring was cold, with many night frosts, which put the season back. It was not until 

the first week in May that the river awakened. Mayfly was on time and confined to a typical 

fortnight. Grannom hatches were more erratic than we have previously experienced but this 

was counter-balanced by good hawthorn on the right day. 

 

The season has been good on all beats. Catch results are still in preparation but some good 

fish have been caught, with an excellent stock of over-wintered fish. A notable feature of an 

otherwise acceptable summer was excellent hatches of Blue Winged Olives in July and good 

sedge fishing, particularly if you were prepared to stay late. Late season produced good 

hatches of the pale watery dun. 

 

On the social side our traditional Family Day in July was a superb event held on a glorious 

summer day providing an opportunity for our members to invite a young would-be angler to 

try their hand at fly fishing. It was a “sell out “and enjoyed by everyone who attended. 

 

Our keepers have, as usual, been hard at work on projects in the closed season. In good 

weather a new fishing bank on our Highbridge beat has been completed. It follows the pattern 

recently deployed on the true left bank at the Waterworks: with a walkway from which we 

can fish and a damp/wet habitat area on the land side. The intention with this type of work is 

to speed up the flow, deepen the channel, create the conditions for the “right” sort of weed 

and make the whole left bank at Upper Highbridge accessible to fish.  All this is of course in 

addition to the usual cut back of vegetation and seat repairing work that will be done. 

 

Sedimentation and diffuse pollution are now widely recognised as major contributors to the 

fact that the Itchen is not in the required “good condition” envisaged by the Water Framework 

Directive. It is to be hoped that notwithstanding Brexit the river-friendly elements of 

European law will be retained to give our rivers the protection backed by sanction that they 

would not otherwise have. The annual curse of blanket weed is a clear indication of too high 

concentrations of phosphate. Even in a year of good water the signs of its reappearance were 

present in early July. The situation is not acceptable. 

 

Anglers know that sedimentation causes the suffocation of weed and the siltation of spawning 

gravels. Happily with the cooperation of a farmer we succeeded in fencing a section of one of 

our beats which had been badly poached by cattle for many years. The results are already 

noticeable with clearing gravels being evident. The apparent inconsistency one often gets with 
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the Environment Agency on the one hand and Natural England on the other over whether 

fencing should be permitted is simply not understood. Fencing cattle out and the provision of 

watering facilities outside the river, whether in troughs or water bays, is now regarded by 

DEFRA as good practice and it is high time the regulators were in step with this advice. 

 

As heralded last year Michael Green took office as Chairman of our Club and has had an 

interesting inaugural year. Our members were kind enough not only to make me Life 

President of the Club, which is a great honour, but also to present a generous gift in 

recognition of some 30 years or so of service as Secretary/Treasurer and over the last 7 as 

Chairman.  

 

I am being cautious in wishing for rain but we do need it! 

 

Robert Miles 

 

Lower Bishopstoke  
 

The last few years have seen extremes - we've had the floods and now it looks like things have 

flipped and we are lining up for drought.  

 

The effect of such extremes have been pretty devastating on this fishery. Ranunculus has been 

absent this year and we've lost the coffering effect that only Ranunculus can provide. As a 

consequence, benthic algae has proliferated and smothered the river bed. The few salmon/sea 

trout that moved up in season from the lower river have not found things to their liking and 

have either dropped back or run through to try and find more favourable conditions. Gone 

are the days when we frequently caught the first Itchen salmon of the season and sea liced 

fish were the norm in March/April and May.  

 

The stocks of grayling and 2015/16 parr are exceptionally low and clearly last winter's 

spawning around Bishopstoke has been affected by the extremely warm weather leading up 

to Christmas last year.  

 

The state of the Itchen around Bishopstoke is, in my view, deteriorating and is set to worsen. 

The news that Eastleigh Borough Council is taking forward its plan to build 6000+ houses in 

North Bishopstoke and Fair Oak does not bode well for the Itchen SAC. Many of these houses 

are due to be built in the catchment of Bowlake stream, a major source of silt input into the 

Itchen. No doubt the EA/NE will negotiate some sort of mitigation measures but overall there 

is bound to be a loss of beautiful habitat/wildlife and a negative impact on the Itchen SAC.  

 

Many mitigation measures are flawed. Take the example of the hand car wash on Bishopstoke 

Road that borders the main Itchen channel. Surely not a suitable place for such a business. 

One would have thought that the 'precautionary approach' would have kicked in and the 
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application for the car wash refused. Not so! The 

EA recognised the sensitivity of the site but had no 

power to stop the change of use. Mitigation 

measures included installing eco drains/screens 

and connecting the run off to the foul sewer. If 

these measures were effective, then why do we get 

the foam balls like the one in the photo only 150 

yards below the car wash? I measured the central 

ball and it is over 2 metres long, 1 metre wide and 

35 cm thick at its deepest point. Whilst other 

channels do have some foaming, the volume of this ball is at least a couple of orders of 

magnitude bigger than any other I've seen and its location so close to the car wash is surely 

not a coincidence. I've looked after this Fishery for 35 years and it's only in the last few years 

that we've experienced this foaming issue which would suggest falling water quality on the 

lower river. 
 

Oh yes the fishing in 2016. Three salmon, 4 grilse - all fly caught and returned. Fly life notably 

poor. No weed cutting necessary just algal scraping. Not much sign of the Itchen meeting its 

'good ecological condition' status by 2027 or should that be 2015. 
 

Chris Pearson 

 

Lower Itchen Fishery  

 

2016 saw another excellent salmon season, with a final catch of 261 salmon (all returned).  This 

made the year our 3rd best since the fishery was started in 1953; and the past 6 years has 

produced no less than 4 of our highest catch numbers: 
 

2015: 285 

2010: 267 

2016: 261 

2012: 257 
 

This year the catch consisted of 83 salmon (8lb and over) and 178 grilse (under 8lb) – just under 

32% salmon to grilse and as a comparison, in 2015 it was 98 salmon and 187 grilse so salmon 

represented just over 34% of the catch. 

 

The first fish was caught on 26th April (a lovely 16lb hen fish) which was later than the previous 

year when 9th April saw the first fish in the book. This year our largest fish was a 22lb fresh 

cock caught on a nymph.   
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Another good season was had by our trout fishermen with good Mayfly hatches but it was 

noted that fly life in general seemed to be hatching earlier than in previous years and a lot of 

the fly life seemed to come at the same time at the beginning of the season: April, May and 

June with a lack of fly life in July and August.  A lot of small wild trout were caught during 

the season. 

 

There were a large number of sea trout running the river this year, and big ones, with a 10 ½ 

lb caught at the end of October and sea trout still running as of January 2017. 

 

It is good to see the number of Redds (both salmon and sea trout) on our stretch of the river 

and water clarity has been very good even through the winter and into early January 2017 at 

the time of writing this report, although we are desperately in need of rain as levels are low.   

 

The coarse fishing in the winter months keeps going from strength to strength with grayling; 

carp; a few large barble; roach; chub and bream all featuring. 

 

Lyndsey Farmiloe 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Main hatches on Salmon beat 3 14.5 lb carp caught December 2015 
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RIVER MEON 
 
Portsmouth Services Fly Fishing Association  

 

Although most members had a successful season 

with over 600 wild brown trout caught (and 

safely released) a lack of fly life was once again a 

regular comment on the fishing returns this year.  

 

Riverfly monitoring has been continuing with a 

great deal of data being gathered at over 15 sites, 

thanks to the River Keepers and South Downs 

National Park Authority Volunteers (SDNPA). 

We are currently working with the EA to develop 

a suite of sampling data with a plan to include Temperature, Flow, Depth, Phosphate and 

Algae and we will be working closely with the Test and Itchen Association next year to expand 

the quality of data we are obtaining. This additional information will enable a greater 

understanding of what is influencing the biodiversity of the Meon. A short film produced by 

Andy Ford outlining the Riverfly monitoring can be found at https://vimeo.com/132092167 

 

We have been working in partnership with the SDNPA for a number of years to reintroduce 

water voles in the Meon valley with 2,133 having been released to date at various sites, from 

Titchfield Haven in the lower reaches to St Clair’s higher up the valley. It is planned to release 

more water voles next year further up the valley in order to continue establishing self-

sustaining populations. For further information visit 

http://www.meonvalleypartnership.org.uk/projects or view the short film produced by Andy 

Ford https://vimeo.com/137958121. 

 

Sparsholt fishery students have been busy 

surveying several sections of the Meon with some 

amazing fish being captured and recorded, 

including numerous sea trout, one of which 

measured 850mm in length and was estimated to 

weigh around 12 lbs. The abundance of wild 

brown trout recorded was staggering and 

demonstrates the importance of ensuring good 

access for sea trout, which are undoubtedly 

responsible for the majority of the wild brown 

trout population within the Meon. For the results of the surveys and further information 

please visit the PSFFA website http://psffa.org/. 

 

Although the river levels on the Meon held up fairly well through the season, the current lack 

of rainfall is beginning to have a negative impact on river levels and may be stopping the sea 

trout from migrating upstream. The impact of this will not be seen until the end of next season, 
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when once again we will be carrying out the fish surveys to see how successful spawning has 

been. 

 

Matt Owen-Farmer 
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